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ABSTRACT 

The "signals approach" is an articulation of signal detection theory (SDT) as a 

model of decision-making in behavioral ecology. Though previous models of decision

making have taken into account variation in the quality of resources among which 

choices are made, variation in cues that signal quality has remained unaddressed. 

Treating stimuli as signals, accounting for stimulus variation as a source of uncertainty, 

reveals that such variation can have significant consequences on choice behavior. The 

signals approach functions alongside traditional models to produce a more full 

understanding of decision making. Here, I apply SDT in novel ways to predator response 

to aposematic prey, mimicry, discrimination learning, and sexual selection. 

Using data from existing literature, I show that the signals approach offers an 

account of predator response to aposematic prey alternative to traditional explanations 

based on associative learning. The mistakes that predators make may be better 

characterized as "false alarm" attacks rather than due to poor associative learning. Under 

SDT, the number of false alarms is expected to rise as aposematic prey abundance rises 

from rare to moderate levels. This increase in attacks is contrary to expectations based on 

associative learning, wherein the mistakes are expected to decrease or remain constant. 

SDT explains otherwise enigmatic empirical data. 

I develop a novel expression of SDT by questioning the "integrated signals" 

assumption. Changing this assumption extends the applicability of signal detection 

theory, providing a model of generalization and discrimination learning. This model is 
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contrasted to associative learning and yields a novel explanation of the "peak shift" 

phenomenon. Peak shift can be characterized as a directional preference for novel stimuli 

under conditions of signal uncertainty. 

In flower discrimination learning experiments designed within a signal detection 

framework, bumblebees {Bomhus impatiens) demonstrated peak shift. Peak shift has the 

potential to act as an agent of selection; pollinator selection of flower morphology and 

sexual selection of exaggerated traits provide examples. 

As a model of decision-making, signal detection theory can yield insight into 

receiver {e.g., predator) choice behavior and the consequences of that choice behavior on 

the subsequent evolution of the signals prey appearance) upon which decisions are 

made. 
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CHAPTER 1 THE SIGNALS APPROACH 

1.1 DECISION-MAKING IN ECOLOGY 

In ecology we speak of organisms making decisions over a variety of time frames, 

from evolutionary time frames to the moment-to-moment decisions made over what 

might be called cognitive or behavioral time frames. We give the word "decision" a broad 

interpretation and use it as a shorthand. For example, we might say that plants make 

decisions about how many seeds to set. What we mean is that natural selection has 

shaped, for example, the way that organisms respond to environmental stimuli or the 

timing of an organism's developmental stages. It is a useful shorthand, and we of course 

use it in full knowledge of its anthropocentrism. In this way, plants can make decisions. 

Many decisions, whether broadly interpreted or more conventional, share several 

steps: (1) some aspect of the environment is evaluated, e.g., a resource is encountered and 

evaluated, (2) an action is taken based on that evaluation, e.g., the decision is made to 

obtain the resource or not, (3) a cost or benefit is accrued from the outcome of the 

decision, and (4) the payoff accrued feeds back to change the criterion used to evaluate 

the environment and thus modify how the decision will be made the next time the 

resource is encountered. 

For many ecological decisions, e.g., many decisions made by plants, steps three and 

four occur over generations of individuals and so the decision can be said to be made 

over an evolutionary time frame. The payoff is accrued in terms of number of offspring 

left in the next generation. The change in criterion happens at a population-level as genes 



that encode qualities corresponding to the more fit decisions gain in frequency. However, 

when animals can evaluate the outcomes of their decisions in their own lifetime and can 

change their criteria by learning from the outcomes, then we approach a more 

conventional decision, occurring over a cognitive or behavioral time frame. 

1.2 MODELING THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS 

The modeling of decision-making is often concerned with aspects of payoff accrual 

and criterion updating, steps three and four above. Common topics of modeling in 

behavioral ecology include choosing among several alternatives (e.g., diet choice, mate 

selection), optimizing resource acquisition (e.g., foraging under time, energy, or 

predation constraints), and investment budgeting {e.g., parental care, life history pattern). 

Typically, models account for variability in resource quality, variability in resource 

encounter rates, and/or variability in body state of the decision-maker (e.g., Krebs and 

Kacelnik 1991, McNamara et al. 2001). Game theoretic approaches additionally account 

for the effect of others' responses on the decision maker's own behavior (e.g., Grafen 

1991). However, an additional unaccounted source of variability remains. What is 

overlooked in traditional models is that an organism's expectation of the payoff to be 

accrued, the resource encounter rate, the responses of others, and even its own body state 

are based on signals emitted by the resources, game partners, body, etc. The signals 

themselves may have variation independent of any variation in what the signals denote. 

The signals that indicate a particular food quality, for example, may vary even if the food 

quality itself does not. Signal variation is thus a source of uncertainty and risk in the 



decision-making process additional to that risk due to variation in resource quality 

considered by traditional models. Traditional types of decision modeling can be thought 

of as modeling how organisms respond to signals; however, traditional models do not 

account for uncertainty caused by signal variability. 

Some examples of signals are sensory stimuli of a conventional sort (color, sound, 

size), communicative behavior, and neural or chemical messages from one part of the 

body to another. Uncertainty about signals may be due to the overlap of the distributions 

of competing signals {e.g., mimicry) or the detection of signals in environmental or 

sensory-processing noise (e.g., crypsis). Examples of signal-bome uncertainty to which I 

will return throughout the dissertation are the nectar bees that may expect from flowers of 

different color and the palatability that predators may expect from prey items of different 

appearance. In these examples, rewarding and unrewarding food items appear similar and 

can be mistaken for one another. Appearance signals food quality, but variation in 

appearance causes uncertainty about the quality of any given food item, even though all 

rewarding items may be equally beneficial and all unrewarding items equally costly. The 

effects of uncertainty on decision-making will also be discussed for cases in which there 

is one resource type (e.g., mate choice) that varies in payoff (mate quality) as well as in 

signal (a secondary sexual characteristic, such as a bird's plumage or song). 

The theory of signal detection and identification (Green and Swets 1966) can 

provide the framework for a model of decision-making that augments traditional models 

by accounting for the uncertainty of signals. Treating ecological and behavioral stimuli as 

signals and the application of the theory of signal detection and identification to decisions 



about those stimuli I will call the signals approach to decision-making. 1 will show in 

this dissertation that signal uncertainty can have a significant impact on decision-making. 

For example, changes in an unpreferred stimulus' encounter rate can influence choice, 

contrary to diet-choice models in which the abundance of less-preferred food items has 

no effect on intake of preferred items. 1 intend to demonstrate that the signals approach to 

decision-making can lead to valuable insights in behavioral ecology. 

1.3 ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION 

The body of the dissertation begins in the ne.xt chapter with an introduction to the 

theory of signal detection and identification. By way of example, signal detection theory 

is used to derive novel explanations for aspects of predator response to aposematic prey, 

juxtaposing associative learning with the signals approach. Chapter 3 develops extensions 

to the classic theory by way of modifying a common assumption about signal reception 

and explicitly adopting the theory as a model of cognitive decision-making. The signals 

approach is developed as a theoretical account of a common discrimination learning 

phenomenon known as "peak shift" in Chapter 4, and further contrasts to associative 

learning are explored. Chapter 5 describes laboratory research on bumblebee (Bomhus 

impatiens) learned flower preferences that I conductcd in order to examine the signals 

approach to discrimination learning. In light of the bumblebee results, in Chapter 6 I 

discuss the peak shift phenomenon as a cognitive agent of evolutionary selection. The 

dissertation closes with a summary of conclusions and future directions for research in 

Chapter 7. Four appendices describe (1) the computational techniques I used in the course 
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of the research, (2) a discrete-perception approach to signal detection theory supporting 

developments in Chapter 3, (3) the subjects of the Chapter 5 experiments, and (4) the 

design of the stimuli used in the Chapter 5 experiments. 
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CHAPTER 2 MAXIMIZING UTILITY IN THE FACE OF UNCERTAINTY: 

SIGNAL DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

1 will take the point of view that organisms make decisions as they go about their 

moment-to-moment behaviors. Sometimes these decisions lead to benefits, sometimes the 

decisions exact costs. Furthermore, decisions are made based on some type of 

information, and that information comes in the form of signals. The theory of signal 

detection and identification (hereafter signal detection theory, SDT) links signal reception 

to decision-making. 

In this chapter I will introduce the classical formulation of signal detection theory 

and briefly summarize its use in ecology and psychology. I will then develop a few ideas 

about mimicry and warning-coloration from the point of view of signal detection theory. 

2.2 PRECIS OF SIGNAL DETECTION THEORY 

Signal detection theory is a mathematical description of the trade-offs inherent in 

the reception of signals (e.g., discerning one signal from another, or signal from noise). 

The theory specifics three signal parameters (a signal's distribution, a signal's 

abundance relative to alternative signals, and the payoff for responding to a signal) that 

every signal has and that any successful receiver must take into account when responding 

to a signal. 



The theory's origins lie in WWII-era radar signal design and analysis. In the second 

half of the last century, application of signal detection theory spread from electrical 

engineering to the behavioral and biological sciences where it is providing a powerful 

framework for understanding decision-making in humans and other animals, the 

evolution of signal reception and sensory organs in animals, and ecological decision

making in the facc of uncertainty. Signal detection theory has found useful application in 

behavioral ecology as an analytic tool for characterizing the objective signal parameters 

reflecting tradeoffs receivers must face during decision-making under conditions of 

uncertainty (Wiley 1994, Bradbury and Vehrencamp 1998). In psychology, signal 

detection theory has a long history of application as a tool for characterizing features of 

sensory reception and perception (Green and Swets 1966, Macmillan and Creel man 

1991). 

Signal detection and identification issues involve two agents: a signaler and a 

receiver. From the viewpoint of behavioral ecology, signal detection theory has insights 

to provide about both the psychology of choice making by the receivers and the effects of 

those choices on the evolution of the signalers. By way of introduction to the central 

concepts in signal detection theory, I will describe a flower pollination system in which 

pollinators should avoid flowers that are deceptive, unrewarding Batesian mimics' of 

other flowers from which the pollinators obtain nectar. 

' Batesian mimicry describes systems in which the mimic gains some advantage by its 
mimicry, at some cost to the model (Jaron and Mallet 1998). 



2.2.1 Batesian Mimicry as a Signal Identification Issue 

On the Greek mainland, Gumbert and Kunze (2001) have described the pollination 

ecology of an orchid, Orchis boryi. This orchid depends on bees (honeybees. Apis 

mellifera, and bumble bees, Bombus spp.) for pollination services but provides no nectar 

reward to its pollinators. Instead, the orchid's flowers mimic the appearance of nectar 

producing flowers near which it grows, in particular the purple and white flowers of Vicia 

villosa. Gumbert and Kunze have shown that the orchid relies on mistakes made by 

Vicia's pollinators for its own pollination. 

This pollination system, then, embodies a classic signal identification problem. The 

two flower species emit signals (their appearances), which occur in the environment with 

some probability (the species' relative abundances) over some distribution of appearance 

(e.g., each species has a mean appearance and some variation in that appearance). Signals 

from one distribution (Vicia) would be profitably responded to by the receivers (bees), 

signals from the other distribution (the orchid) ought to be ignored. Yet the overlap of the 

Vicia and orchid appearance distributions (i.e., the mimicry) may cause a bee to be 

uncertain about a flower's reward when the bee encounters either a Vicia or an orchid. 

How should a signal receiver optimize its decisions about stimuli in the face of this kind 

of uncertainty? What cffects does uncertainty have on a receiver's preference, choice, and 

fitness? What effects might a receiver's uncertainty have on the ecology and evolution of 

signalers? 

The pollination example will help to illustrate the fundamental components of the 

theory of signal detection and identification: thresholds, payoffs, probability density 
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functions, receiver operating characteristics, utility functions, and indifference lines (see 

also Sperling 1984, Wiley 1994, Bradbury and Vehrencamp 1998). 

For simplicity, we can plot the hypothetical relative similarity in appearance (as 

perceived by a bee) of the two flower spccies on a one-dimensional scale (Figure 2.1). 

Vicia and orchids each emit a characteristic signal {i.e., their appearances) upon which a 

bee can make a decision to visit not. In classical signal detection theory, the bee's 

decision will be dictated by placement of a threshold. In this example, signals left of the 

threshold will all be treated as if they originated from the rewarding Vicia, and so visited. 

Flowers with an appearance right ward of threshold will be treated as orchids and ignored. 

However, there is overlap of the two signal distributions. No matter where the bee places 

its threshold, mistakes will be made - some orchids will be visited (and thereby 

pollinated), some Vicia ignored. 

-4 - 1 0  1 2  3  

Appearence 

Vicia, S+ Signal PDF 

Orchid, S- Signal PDF 

Threshold 

5 0.2 

Figure 2.1 Decision parameters for a bee's flower choice based on flower appearance. 
Bees should visit all flowers left of threshold. Uncertainty due to the overlap 
of Vicia and orchid appearance distributions causes the bee to make mistakes 
no matter where it sets its threshold. 
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A threshold divides the signal probability space into four regions. Vicia that have an 

appearance left of threshold fall in the correct detection region; rewarding flowers 

correctly identified and so visited. Vicia right of threshold are in the region of missed 

detections; mistaken for orchids and ignored. Orchids with an appearance left of 

threshold fall in the false alarm region; mistaken for Vicia and landed upon. Orchids 

right of threshold are in the correct rejection region; correctly identified as orchids and 

so avoided. 

Decisions based on signals from each of the four regions created by the threshold 

have particular payoffs. Committing false alarms and missed detections incurs relative 

costs, whereas correct rejections and corrcct detections each impart relative benefits to 

the decision maker's reproductive fitness. The balance of these payoffs determines 

threshold placement - it is the payoffs that, in part, determine threshold location. Because 

signals of Vicia and orchids overlap, a bee cannot reduce the accumulated costs of 

landing on unrewarding orchids (false alarms) by moving its threshold to the left without 

simultaneously increasing the accumulated costs of missed nectar gathering opportunities 

on Vicia (missed detections). 

Probability density functions (PDFs) describe the probability of encountering 

signals over a given range of values - the bell-shaped signal distributions of Figure 2.1.1 

will use S+ to denote the distribution from which correct detections and missed 

detections arise and S- to denote the distribution from which false alarms and correct 

rejections arise. The area under a PDF (its indefinite integral) is equal to 1, i.e., the 



probability that a Vicia exists is 1. The probability of correctly identifying a Vicia 

(probability of correct detection, PI CD]) is one minus the integral of the Vicia PDF from 

the threshold to infinity. The probability of making a false alarm (P[FA]) and so visiting 

an orchid is one minus the integral of the orchid PDF from the threshold to infinity. The 

parameter alpha specifies the probabilities of encountering the two signal types relative 

to each other (P[S+]=a, P[S-]=l-a). Alpha = 0.5 means that Vicia are encountered by the 

bee as commonly as orchids. For simplicity, I will use normal bell-shapcd (Gaussian) 

distributions for signal distributions throughout the dissertation, but SDT is equally 

applicable to any distribution shape (Wiley 1994, Bradbury and Vehrencamp 1998). 

If one sweeps the threshold across the entire range of appearance, calculating the 

probabilities of correct detection and false alarm at each point on the x-axis, one can 

assess the combinations of correct detection and false alarm probabilities that are possible 

for a given signaling system. The plot of those pairs of probabilities is termed the 

receiver operating characteristic (ROC, Figure 2.2). The bee's threshold must 

correspond to one of the points on the ROC. If orchids perfectly mimicked Vicia, the 

ROC would be a straight line of slope = 1. Signals that are easier to distinguish produce a 

more bowed ROC. 
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Figure 2.2 The ROC curve for the signals and threshold shown in Figure 2.1. P[CD] = 
probability of correct detection, P[FA] = probability of false alarm. The point 
at which the indifference line is tangent to the ROC locales the optimal 
threshold location for given payoffs and alpha. 

By calculating the payoff over the four threshold regions, one obtains the expected 

utility of a given threshold location (Sperling 1984); 

EiU)  = a/iP[CD] + amP[MD] + (1 - a)aP[FA] + (1 - a);P[CR] Equation 2.1 

where P[CD] = probability of correct detection, 

P[MD] = probability of missed detection (equal to 1-P[CD]), 

P[FA] = probability of false alarm, 

P[CR] = probability of correct rejection (equal to 1-P[FA]), 

a = alpha, the relative probability of encountering a signal from S+ (1-cx = P[S-]), 
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h = payoff (benefit) of correct detection, 

m - payoff (cost) of missed detection, 

a = payoff (cost) of false alarm, and 

j = payoff (benefit) of correct rejection. 

The point of maximum utiHty specifies the threshold location with the optimal 

balance of costs and benefits. Rearrangement of the utility function yields the 

indifference line (Figure 2.2), a straight line of equal utility that can be plotted with the 

ROC curve: 

P[CD] = (^-^)0"-Q)p[FA]^ a { j - m ) - j  +  U  Equation 2.2 
cx(h - m ) a(h - m) 

Note that the slope of the indifference line is determined by the payoffs of the four 

threshold regions and alpha. Every point on the ROC curve corresponds to a possible 

threshold location. The point at which the indifference line is tangent to the ROC defines 

the correct detection and false alarm probability pair corresponding to the optimal 

threshold location for a given set of signal parameters. Significantly, by Equation 2.2, 

every point on the ROC curve also has an indifference line tangent to it that by its slope 

specifies a range of payoff combinations underlying the threshold at that ROC point 

(given alpha). 



Signal detection theory asserts that there are three parameters involved in 

decisions: signal distributions (the PDFs), the relative abundances of the signal types 

(alpha), and the payoffs. With knowledge of any two parameters, the third can be 

estimated by use of Equation 2.2 (though multiple payoff combinations will solve the 

function for given alpha and distributions [Appendix A]). An animal's decision-making 

should be guided by maximizing utility (Equation 2.1). 

2.3 REVIEW OF SIGNAL DETECTION APPLICATIONS IN THE 

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 

2.3.1 Behavioral Ecology 

Signal detection theory has only a brief history in evolutionary biology, essentially 

beginning in the 1980's (Bradbury and Vehrencamp 1998). The theory has proven to be a 

valuable framework for understanding cost/benefit tradeoffs in the evolution of animal 

communication and sensory systems. In most applications of the theory, decisions, made 

in terms of resource allocations to sensory organs, are made over evolutionary time 

scales. Thresholds move over evolutionary time as species evolve in response to 

changing signal parameters. PDFs are taken to represent distributions of signals 

objectively as they occur in the environment (as opposed to as the organism perceives 

them). 

As a framework for thinking about animal decisions in evolutionary terms, signal 

detection theory has produced some not necessarily intuitive insights. For example, an 

organism cannot simultaneously maximize the benefit for correct detections and 
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minimize the cost for false alarms because moving the threshold to optimize one trades 

off against optimizing the other (see Figure 2.1). Optimal threshold placement must 

reflect constraints due to costs: An organism's observed imperfect detection of signals 

may not reflect poorly adapted detection abilities but rather an adaptive response to the 

cost of false alarms (Wiley 1994). 

Despite Wiley's (1994) lucid description of the theory, signal detection theory has 

been used explicitly as a quantitative tool just a few times in behavioral ecology.' All 

three studies summarized in this section involved reproductive decisions made by birds 

and benefited from many years of data collection prior to the application of signal 

detection theory (Table 2.1). 

Getty (1995,1996; based on Dale & Slagsvold [1994]) modeled mate selection by 

female pied flycatcher (Ficedula hypoleuca). In his model, females visited a male 

territory multiple times in order to estimate the likelihood of the male's mating status. 

Presumably, males feed on their territories. Therefore, males that were infrequently on a 

particular territory were considered to be already mated, and so splitting time between 

two territories. Male presence was the signal. Multiple samples (territory visitations) by 

the female increased her ability to discriminate the binomial PDFs (percentage of visits 

on which mated and unmated males were present). Each sample exacted a cost. Given 

- Few studies have intentionally used the language and symbols of the theory. Many 
more than the three studies described in this section have dealt with thresholds and 
payoffs, but most have not adopted signal detection theory as a framework for decision
making in uncertainty, though those studies may be expressible as exercises in signal 
detection. For instance. Reeve (1989) independently derived signaling accounts similar 
to classical signal detection theory without making explicit reference to it. 



realistic assumptions about male mating status (PDFs and alpha) and payoffs, Getty's 

model yielded a prediction about female mate search tactics; Females should visit a 

male's territory only a few times and accept as a mate only a male that is on his territory 

on every inspection. While mated males apparently attempt to deceive visiting females 

(Dale & Slagsvold 1994), application of signal detection theory demonstrated that, by 

visiting a small number of times, females are able to gather enough information to 

discriminate mated from unmated males. 

Table 2.1 Summary of quantitative applications of signal detection theory in behavioral 
ecology. 

Study 

Getty 1995, 1996 Davies et al. 1996 Rodnguez-Girones & 

Lotem 1999 

System pied flycatcher cuckoo/g.r. warbler cuckoo/g.r. warbler 

alpha fixed learned by female variable 

S+PDF variable fixed learned by female 

S- PDF variable fixed variable 

Threshold moves with payoff moves with alpha moves with alpha 

Payoffs 0 < variable < 1 0 < fixed > 1 0 < fixed > 1 

Davies et al. (1996) examined cuckoo iCuculus canonis) nest parasitism on great 

reed warbler {Acrocephalus scirpaceus) hosts by fitting a signal detection model to 

existing experimental field data. In their model, female warblers judged their probability 



of having been parasitized (alpha) by examining color variation of the eggs in their 

clutches (PDFs of host and parasite egg color). The females' alpha estimate was 

manipulated by placing a stuffed cuckoo on the nest. Payoffs due to acceptance and 

rejection of eggs were calculated from field observations (number of offspring produced). 

Supplied with empirically known payoffs, the model correctly predicted the probability 

of parasitism (alpha = 0.19-0.41) above which a female warbler should reject cuckoo 

eggs, and so incur costs for false alarms by accidentally rejecting her own eggs. 

The warbler/cuckoo system was also modeled by Rodriguez-Girones and Lotem 

(1999). Their model is notable for exploring the impact of variation in alpha (probability 

of being parasitized) as well as the PDFs (color variation in both species' eggs, i.e., 

degree of egg mimicry by cuckoos) on predictions of egg rejection. Additionally, in 

variants of the model the female warbler learned the distribution of her own clutch 

coloration (updating her PDF from clutch to clutch) and committed random perceptual 

errors. Existing field data on number of chicks fledged was used to estimate payoffs. The 

model yielded quantitative predictions about adaptiveness of egg acceptance and learning 

under di fferent parasitism and mimicry regimes. 

The applications of signal detection theory to the cuckoo/warbler system have 

encouraged rejection of the notions of acceptor vs. rejecter genotypes and "evolutionary 

lag" as explanations for the enigmatic acceptance of brood parasites by hosts. All three 

studies highlight the role that learning and cognition can have in adaptive response to a 

variable environment. Modeling sensory input as signals, biased by payoffs and 
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processed either cognitively or evolulionarily, has allowed quantifiable predictions to be 

made about animal behavior under conditions of uncertainty. 

2.3.2 Psychology 

It was in psychology that signal detection theory found its first application in the 

biological and behavioral sciences, during the 1960s (Green and Swets 1966, Macmillan 

and Creelman 1991). Psychophysics, the study of how environmental signals are 

received, perceived, and influence behavior, is responsible for developing the theory 

beyond a framework for understanding signal detection issues and into a useful 

quantitative experimental tool. Fields of application include sensory biology, judgment 

and decision-making, mechanisms of attention, and high-risk medical diagnosis. 

In Section 2.2 I described the components of signal detection theory as applied in 

evolutionary biology. Differences exist in how some of these components are 

conceptualized in psychology. Specifically, what I have termed a threshold is also known 

as a response criterion, and the ROC curve is determined empirically by varying a 

subject's payoffs or asking the subject to rate its level of uncertainty. 

Psychophysiologists recognized in the 1960s that the payoff a human subject 

received for making a signal detection decision could influence the subject's desire to say 

"yes, the signal is present" vs. "no, I cannot detect the signal." For example, a large 

benefit for correct detection paired with small cost of false alarm will induce the subject 

to respond "yes" when the subject thinks the signal only might be present, while the 

reverse payoff regime will cause the subject to be more cautious and respond "yes" only 



when he is relatively certain the signal is present. This payoff-induccd response bias is 

independent of the subject's absolute physiological threshold of sensitivity to the signal 

(of course, as described above, absolute threshold is a signal detection issue, but on an 

evolutionary time-scale). Signal detection theory was incorporated into psychophysics 

research as a way of separating effects of response criteria from physiological threshold. 

In psychophysics, the ROC curve is obtained empirically by plotting the 

proportions of correct detections over false alarms as the experimenter changes the payoff 

regime, or asks subjects to rate their certainly of the signal's presence, from trial to trial 

{e.g., Goldstein [1996]; see Blough [1967] for a non-human example). The quality of the 

signal (loudness, frequency, etc.) is held constant while the presence or absence of the 

signal is varied randomly over trials. Data from confidence ratings or manipulated 

payoffs are used to construct a ROC curve, plotting the subjects' changing response 

criterion while assuming that the subjects' underlying threshold of sensitivity does not 

change. Two subjects whose ROC curves have the same shape (whose data points fall on 

the same curve) have identical underlying absolute physiological thresholds of 

sensitivity. Thus, signal PDFs and the ROC in psychological experiments represent 

signals as the subject perceives them, relative to the subject's sensory abilities, not as the 

signals exist in the environment. 

2.3.3 Threshold or Response Criterion? 

The difference between threshold and response criterion is simply about the domain 

to which signal detection theory is applied. Evolutionary biology tends to explore the 
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movement of absolute thresholds as payoffs to fitness change over generations. Within 

the lifetime of an animal, in real-time decisions, a response criterion changes as payoff 

amounts and their subjective worth to the subject vary - the underlying threshold remains 

the same from moment to moment (though certainly changes over development and 

senescence of the individual). Psychophysics tends to be more interested in signal 

detection (signal vs. noise) whereas behavioral ecology and evolutionary biology have 

interests in both detection and identification (signal vs. signal, as in the pollination 

example in Section 2.2). The theory and mathematics are the same regardless of whether 

the question is one of detection or identification (Bradbury and Vehrencamp 1998, Wiley 

1994), and regardless of the time-scale over which decisions are made. In what follows, I 

will use "threshold" to mean threshold or response criterion. 

2.4 THE SIGNALS APPROACH TO APOSEMATIC COLORATION 

Sherman et al. (1997) gave examples of the diverse range of signal detection and 

identification issues that animals encounter. Their examples included recognition and 

identification of: predators, prey/hosts, mates, kin, neighbors/strangers, species, self/other 

{e.g., immune response), habitat, cheaters/reciprocators, and dominants/subordinates. 

Signal detection issues encompass any recognition or identification task involving 

uncertainty. 

One recognition task that may not readily be seen as a signal detection issue is the 

response of predators to aposematic prey. Aposematic prey are relatively unpalatable and 

so should be avoided by predators. These unpalatable prey advertise their unpalatability 



with a conspicuous appearance, relative to other palatable, cryptically colored prey. A 

signal receiver's task is to distinguish conspicuous unpalatable prey from either (1) 

cryptic, but still unpalatable, prey of the same species and/or (2) cryptic and palatable 

prey of other similar species. I will assume that cryptic prey, weather palatable or 

unpalatable, are equally difficult to distinguish from the background environment. 

Regarding Figure 2.1, consider S+ to be cryptic prey and S- to be aposematic prey. Recall 

that alpha is the relative abundance of S+, or cryptic prey. Assume that cryptic prey are, 

at least on average, more palatable than aposematic prey. 

It might be argued, and is probably often assumed, that distinguishing aposematic 

from cryptic prey does not involve uncertainty; the conspicuousness of aposematic prey 

makes them easily distinguished from cryptic prey. However, aposematic crickets (Sword 

1999) are still crickets: they are shaped like crickets and they behave like crickets. 

Artificial prey {e.g., paper-wrapped nuts) still show some similarity whether wrapped in 

black (aposematic) or white (cryptic) paper against a white background (Lindstrom et al. 

2001), or displaying a large (aposematic) or small (cryptic) "X" against a background of 

small X's (Lindstrom et al. 1999). Predators will generalize to some extent over the prey 

types. It should not be unexpected then, that subjects might make mistakes, and they do. 

In fact, I will show below that the mistakes subjects make when distinguishing 

aposematic from cryptic prey fit the pattern cxpected under uncertainty. Signal detection 

theory will be seen to offer an explanation for otherwise puzzling results from the 

literature on the predator response to aposematism. 



2.4.1 Frequency Dependent Predatory Selection 

For aposematic prey, predation is antiapostatic; a larger fraction of the aposematic 

prey population is attacked when such prey are rare than when they are common 

(Lindstrom et al. 2001). This is a statement about the pruportion of the prey population 

attacked, not the number of individual prey attacked. 

The explanation for this frequency dependent selection offered in the aposematism 

literature is based on associative learning theory, and goes as follows: (1) When 

aposematic prey are at low abundance relative to cryptic prey the predator will encounter 

them rarely. (2) Low encounter rates with unpalatable prey produce low "association 

strength" between the conspicuous appearance and the unpalatable reinforcement for 

attacking the prey item. Low association strength corresponds to poor learning. That is, 

for a given level of unpalatability and conspicuousness it is more difficult for the predator 

to learn to avoid aposematic prey when they are rare than when they are more common. 

(3) A greater proportion of an aposematic population will thus be attacked when that 

population has low abundance relative to cryptic prey than when it is more common. 

Antiapostatic predation on aposematic prey is also readily explained by the signals 

approach, but for very different reasons. Under the signals approach, aposematic prey 

suffer false alarm attacks. At high relative abundance of cryptic prey (high alpha, low 

abundance of aposematic prey), both the probability of correct detection and the 

probability of false alarm are high (Figure 2.3). This is because at high alpha the slope of 

the indifference line (Equation 2.2) is shallow. The indifference line is thus tangent to the 

ROC curve (Figure 2.2) at a location nearer to the ROC coordinates {1,1}. The 



corresponding threshold admits many false alarm attacks on the aposematic prey, but also 

many correct detection attacks on the cryptic prey. At low alpha (high abundance of 

aposematic prey) the opposite is true: the indifference line is steep and the corresponding 

threshold admits few false alarms. 
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Figure 2.3 Signal detection theory explains antiapostatic selection. Aposematic prey 
suffer false alarm attacks. False alarms occur with high probability when 
aposematic prey are rare relative to cryptic prey (i.e., high alpha) and low 
probability when aposematic prey are common {i.e., low alpha). 

Lindstrom et al. (2001) examined frequency dependent selection on aposematic 

prey experimentally. In their experiment, song birds (Great Tits, Parus major) foraged 

for artificial prey. Cryptic, palatable prey consisted of almonds wrapped in white paper 

displaying an "X". Aposematic prey consisted of chloroquinine-tainted almonds wrapped 

in white paper displaying a small black square. Both prey types were scattered over a 



white background displaying "X"s. Over three treatments, aposematic prey suffered 

deceasing risk of predation as their abundance relative to cryptic prey increased. 

Lindirom et al. appealed to associative learning to explain the results, but their data are 

also well accounted for by signal detection theory (Figure 2.4). 
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Figure 2.4 Experimental data on frequency dependent selection (from Lindstom et al. 
2001, diamonds) are readily fit by signal detection theory. Lindstrorm et al.'s 
aposematic relative abundance levels were 4%, 12%, and 32% of 200 total 
prey items. They used the proportion of unpalatables of the first 5 prey eaten 
to estimate risk. Risk was calculated as the number aposemes attacked divided 
by the number expected to be attacked if they were attacked in direct 
proportion to their abundance (Risk = # observed attacks/(5*( 1 -alpha))). I 
estimate the observed number of aposematic prey to be attacked under signal 
detection theory as (l-alpha)*P[FA] and the proportional number to be 
attacked as (1-alpha). Then, risk per 5 individuals = (l-alpha)*P[FA]/(l-
alpha)*5. P[FA] was calculated with signal variances = 1, signal means 
separated by 2 units, and a payoff ration of -1. 
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2.4.2 Frequency Dependent Avoidance Learning 

How many aposematic prey items does a predator need to consume in order to learn 

to avoid aposematic prey? This is a question about the absolute number of aposematic 

prey attacked rather than the proportion of the prey population suffering attack. The 

aposematic literature again appeals to associative learning theory to answer this question. 

Associative learning theory provides two different predictions concerning the 

number of aposematic prey eaten and how that might change with the relative abundance 

of those prey. The first line of reasoning goes as follows: (1) for a given level of 

unpalatability and level of conspicuousness, an animal will require some fixed level of 

association strength in order to exhibit avoidance behavior. (2) That level of association 

strength may be produced by, say, 10 encounters. (3) The number of encounters needed 

to produce a given level of association strength should not change with the relative 

abundance of prey items, therefore predators will require a fixed number of encounters 

with aposematic prey in order to learn to avoid them. The number of encounters needed 

in order to learn to avoid aposematic prey should be, e.g., 10, regardless of weather those 

prey are rare or common. 

This "fixed" line of reasoning is the dominant expectation in the aposematic 

literature. That literature has been strongly influenced by Muller's (1897) footnote 

suggesting that predators should require a fixed number of encounters to learn to avoid an 

aposematic prey species (Jaron and Mallet 1998, Mallet 2001). Therefore, it is common 

to read statements such as "[the] frequency [of conspicuous unpalatable individuals] is 



still too low for predators to learn to avoid them" (Sword 1999), "learning is not reaching 

completion" (Mallet 2001). 

A slightly more sophisticated view of associative learning might assume that 

associative strength decays over time. In this case, decay will proceed further when prey 

are rare, between the infrequent encounters. Therefore, when aposematic prey are rare, 

predators should require more encounters in order to learn to avoid the prey. I have not 

encountered this expectation in the aposematism literature. 

The Lindstrom et al. (2001) results can applied to this topic as well. In summarizing 

the total end-of-expeiiment number of artificial prey attacked they stated; "surprisingly, 

learning was not determined by a fixed number of unpalatable prey eaten, but at low 

frequencies fewer aposematic individuals eaten generated predators' avoidance learning". 

It seems that in order to learn to avoid aposematic prey, the predator must eat more 

unpalatable aposematic prey items when they are common than it must eat when they are 

rare. The Lindstrom et al. (2001) results contradict both of the associative learning-based 

predictions, and the authors were unable to explain their results. Why should it be more 

difficult to learn to avoid aposematic prey when they are common than when they are 

rare? 

The signals approach reveals one answer; whether or not relative abundance and 

encounter rates affect avoidance learning, the number of aposematic prey attacked varies 

as a function of the probability of false alarm (Figure 2.5). As explained in the previous 

subsection, false alarm does vary with relative abundance. At low abundance of 

aposematic prey, prey will suffer a high probability of false alarm. When prey are very 



rare, the number of false alarm attacks will be small in absolute number (though they may 

involve the entire aposematic prey population). As aposematic prey become more 

common, the predator's threshold should become more restrictive, lowering the 

probability of false alarm (Equation 2.2). During this process, the number of attacks on 

aposematic prey will initially increase, then decrease (Figure 2.5). When aposematic prey 

are of very high abundance relative to cryptic prey the threshold will be quite restrictive, 

and once again, very few false alarm attacks will be made. 

The signals approach thus predicts that the number of attacks on aposematic prey 

will sometimes decrease with the rising abundance of aposematic prey (as also predicted 

by associative learning, but for very different reasons) and will sometimes increase with 

rising abundance (contrary to associative learning, but matching the findings of 

Lindstrom et al. [2001]). For aposematic prey that are relatively easy to distinguish from 

cryptic palatable prey (Figure 2.5, d' = 2 curve), the number of false alarm attacks may 

appear to be constant over large changes in relative abundance, reflecting the dominant 

expectation found in the aposematic literature. 

2.4.3 Density Dependent Expression of Aposematism 

Part of the dominant reasoning regarding the evolution of aposematic coloration 

applies the associative learning account of frequency dependent selection, explained in 

Section 2.4.1, acting to cause selection against aposematic expression at low relative 

abundance. The reasoning is this: at low relative abundance, an unpalatable species 

should be cryptic because predators cannot easily learn to avoid rare aposemes unless the 



prey are very conspicuous or very noxious (Jaron and Mallet 1998, Sword 1999, Mallet 

2001). At higher abundance, avoidance learning improves and aposematic prey should 

then suffer fewer attacks than their unpalatable but cryptic counterparts. 
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Figure 2.5 The absolute number of aposematic prey eaten is low at both low and high 
relative abundance, and highest for intermediate densities. This pattern holds 
whether aposematic prey are relatively similar in appearance to cryptic prey 
(difference between S+ and S- signal means, d', = 0.5) or more conspicuous 
(d' = 2). Number of prey attacked fluctuates because P[FA] increases with 
alpha (see Figure 2.3, Equation 2.2). Plotted from simulation data in which 
the total number of aposematic + cryptic individuals = 200, the same number 
used in Lindstrom et al.'s (2001) experiments. For "SDT Predicted" curves. 
Number of Prey Attacked = 200*(l-alpha)*P[FA]. 

The signals approach suggests an alternati ve line of reasoning. Under conditions of 

uncertainty (perceived signal overlap) some probability of false alarm attacks is 

unavoidable. Escaping predation, then, is not dependent on how well a predator has 

learned to avoid aposematic prey but on the predator's threshold placement. At low 



relative abundance, it does not pay an unpalatable species to be aposematic because (for 

given payoff values) the probability of being attacked (P[FA]) does not fall at an 

appreciable rate until "moderate" abundance levels (Figures 2.3, 2.6). Unpalatable prey 

that are cryptic (indistinguishable from cryptic palatable prey) will suffer an attack 

probability in proportion to their abundance relative to the palatable prey (Figure 2.6). At 

low abundance of unpalatable prey (high alpha) the attack probabilities for unpalatable 

but cryptic prey and aposematic prey are indistinguishable (Figures 2.6-7). As 

unpalatable prey become more conspicuous, their probability of attack declines 

(probability of false alarm decreases as 8+ and S- signals diverge, see the discussion of 

the ROC curve, Figure 2.2). However, as the abundance of unpalatable prey increases, 

the attack probabilities for unpalatable prey that are aposematic becomes markedly lower 

than that for unpalatable prey that are cryptic. It will not pay unpalatable prey that cannot 

achieve great conspicuousness to express that conspicuousness at low abundance. 
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Relative Abundance of Unpalatables 
(1-alpha ) 

Figure 2.6 Cryptic unpalatable prey (d' = 0) will suffer an attack probability in proportion 
to their abundance relative to the palatable prey. At low abundance of 
unpalatable prey (high alpha) the attack probabilities for unpalatable but 
cryptic prey (d' = 0) and aposematic prey (d' > 0) are indistinguishable. Per-
capita Probability of Attack = alpha*P[FA]/(alpha*P[CD] + (1-alpha) 
*P[FA]). d' is the difference between the means of the S+ and S- signal 
distributions (higher d' indicates a more conspicuous appearance). 
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Figure 2.7 At low abundance, the attack probabilities suffered by palatable but cryptic 
prey (d' = 0) and aposematic prey (d' = 0.5) can be indistinguishable. It will 
benefit prey that can become very aposematic (d' = 2) to do so at lower 
abundances. False Alarm Attack Fraction = P[FA]/(P[CD] + P[FA]). d' is the 
difference between the means of the S+ and S- signal distributions (higher d' 
indicates a more conspicuous appearance). 
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2.5 SUMMARY 

Signal detection theory should yield insight into decision-making processes internal 

to signal receivers, into the selective pressures that receivers exert on signal senders, and 

on the evolution of the signals themselves. The signals approach, treating stimuli as 

uncertain signals, can offer insight into some paradoxes and form the substrate for new 

ideas. 

In this chaptcr I introduced signal detection theory using Batesian mimicry as an 

example. I also provided novel explanations for frequency dependent selection and 

frequency dependent learning in predator response to warning coloration that contrast to 

traditional explanations based on associative learning theory. Under signal detection 

theory, when uncertainty exits in the appearance of prey items, rare unpalatable 

conspicuous prey will be attacked, not because the predator cannot learn to avoid them 

but because the predator cannot avoid some amount of false alarms if it is to have 

sufficient correct detections. The signals approach was able to predict the pattern of 

predator}' mistakes when associative learning could not. 

We will continue to see parallels between associative learning and signal utility, an 

issue taken up directly in Chapter 4. First, however. Chapter 3 will develop more fully the 

signals approach by questioning a traditional assumption made in signal detection theory 

(and used implicitly in the above accounts). I will develop a way of making decisions 

without threshold placement and revisit topics in the evolution of warning coloration. 
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CHAPTER 3 EXTENDING SIGNAL DETECTION THEORY AS A MODEL 

FOR DECISIONS IN BEHAVIORAL ECOLOGY 

3.1 A BIOLOGICAL MODEL OF ANIMAL DECISION-MAKING 

The prior chapter served as an introduction to the classical formulation of signal 

detection theory and provided an example application to the topic of predator response to 

aposematic prey. As outlined in the prior chapter, use of signal detection theory (SDT) to 

date in both behavioral ecology and psychology has been almost entirely as an analytical 

method of understanding the surface behavior of decision performance. 

In this chapter I will explicitly adopt signal detection theory as a biologically 

descriptive model of decision-making. I will take the view that animals are in fact solving 

signal detection and identification tasks by a mechanism reflecting the assumptions of 

signal detection theory: the three signal parameters (relative abundance, distribution, and 

payoff) are estimated separately, and these estimates are combined in manner similar to 

the utility function (Equation 2.1). In taking the theory as a descriptive biological model I 

will make the two new assumptions. First, I will assume that organisms carry internal 

representations of signal parameters. As I will describe, the nature of these 

representations may be diverse. The second assumption I will address is the commonly-

made "integrated signals" assumption. Whereas the threshold of classic signal detection 

theory provides the receiver with binary probabilities of response, 1 or 0, modifying the 

integrated signals assumption will allow the theory to provide receivers a variable 
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response probability, permitting the signals approach to address new topics in 

discritnination learning and cognitive decision-making. 

3.2 INTERNAL REPRESENTATIONS 

Adopting signal detection theory as a descripti ve, more-or-less mechanistic model 

of decision-making requires that animals have representations of the three signal 

parameters with which to calculate utility. The representations may be of a diverse 

nature. The signal parameters may be represented in brains, physiology, and/or 

biomechanics, all with some genetic contribution. The parameters may be given innately, 

thereby having their values set over evolutionary time frames. Parameter values might 

also change during development and senescence or be learned. The changing or updating 

of signal parameter values, then, becomes part of the explanation by which learning, 

ontogeny, and evolution produce changcs in the way animals of differing sex, age, 

experience, or phylogeny make different decisions under otherwise similar 

circumstances. 

3.2.1 Changes in Parameter Values 

Sensory Resolution. Changes may occur in how the parameters are sensed or 

represented. Recall the pollination example from Chapter 2. Let us say that the bee has 

difficulty differentiating rewarding from unrewarding flowers because it cannot 

discriminate differences in appearance. Graphically, its estimates of the signal 

distributions then show much overlap and the ROC curve is flattened relative to the true 

environmental distributions or another pollinator's perception of them. For any given 
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threshold location, the nearsighted bee commits more false alarms and missed detections 

than it would if it were able to make finer discriminations of appearance. As it improves 

its discrimination abilities (perhaps learned via practice or changed with developmental 

maturity) the bee's representations of the signal distributions become more distinct from 

one another and the bee thus makes fewer mistakes, without moving its threshold. 

Alpha. The indifference line equation (Equation 2.2) reveals that an organism's estimate 

of the relative abundances of S+ and S- signal classes has a direct effect on the threshold 

location (due to the relationship of the indifference line's slope and the line's tangency to 

the ROC curve). For example, over-estimating alpha (P[S+]) moves the threshold to be 

more permissive, causing the animal to experience more false alarms. A more accurate 

estimate of alpha would allow the animal to increase correct rejections while maintaining 

the low rate of missed detections it actually encounters. 

Payoffs. Like changing alpha, changing a payoff moves the threshold. That animals 

modify their decision-making by learning in response to changing payoffs has been well 

studied in both behavioral ecology and psychology. Perhaps also, young inexperienced 

animals have innate expectations about payoffs, but must learn the true payoffs relative to 

the animal's individual abilities and requirements. In addition, the cost or benefit of a 

gi ven outcome may be different for animals in different developmental stages or social 

positions. 



Signal Distributions. Organisms do not necessarily need to embody distributions (either 

represented in brains or encoded in genetic predispositions), much less change them. 

There is nothing in signal detection theory that requires a receiver to consult a signal 

distribution to change its sensory resolution or move its threshold. Distributions and a 

ROC can be obtained from the responses of all things (animate or not) that respond to 

signals. The distributions and ROC are simply diagnostic of any receiver's sensory 

abilities. 

However, some animals may indeed carry internal representations of environmental 

signal distributions (Real 1991). Animals that sample an environment, accruing payoffs, 

then behave relative to environmental statistics are candidates for possessing distribution 

representations. One benefit of representing a distribution is that it can permit prediction 

of event occurrence. Therefore distributions can aid in estimating/i/zwre payoffs, such as 

payoffs that could be accrued were one to move one's threshold. 

An animal's estimate of distributions might change over time for two reasons. 

Firstly, the receiver's sensory resolution might change, as discussed above. Secondly, if 

the distributions are built from samples of the environmental signals, they will change as 

the number of samples increases or information from old samples is forgotten. An animal 

could be bom with an innate bias towards expecting distributions of a certain shape, then 

through subsequent sampling, update the a priori distributions. 
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3.2.2 Cognitive Choice Behavior 

As a model of cognitive processes driving choice behavior, signal detection theory 

is a "middle-level" description; more mechanistic than an analytical description of surface 

behaviors, but independent from specific neural mechanism. Though animals solve signal 

detection and identification problems, the model is not specific about how the decision 

parameters may actually be represented by organisms. Signal detection theory suggests a 

separation of payoff and probability representations (Equation 2.1). The calculations 

specified by the theory arc not necessarily Bayesian, or rule-of-thumb, or otherwise. 

Though the equations utilize probabilities, category judgments or some other proxy for 

probability might also be used. Parameters may be estimated over long or sort sampling 

periods. 

3.3 CONTINUOUS RESPONSE PROBABILITIES 

3.3.1 Modifying the "Integrated Signals" Assumption 

I mentioned in Chapter 2 that in signal detection theory, the probabilities of correct 

detection, false alarm, missed detection, and correct rejection are calculated by 

integrating the respective signal probability density functions (PDFs) from the threshold 

to infinity (or by taking one minus that integral ). This integration permits locating the 

optimal threshold placement. Threshold placement in turn leads to binary response 

probabilities. Animals responding to stimuli using a threshold should respond with equal 

vigor to all signals on one side of the threshold and equally ignore all signals on the other 

side of the threshold. 



However, by replacing the integration with the probability density, yi, for a signal of 

given value, Xj, then signal detection theory can offer an account of types of decision 

making in which animals do not appear to make threshold-based responses, such as 

stimulus generalization and discrimination learning (an example is provided in Chapter 

4). As I will show, changing the "integrated signals" assumption allows signal detection 

theory to provide continuously variable response probabilities. 

In probabilistic terms, the probability of correct detection is the probability that the 

receiver classifies a signal as emitted by an S+ given that the signal was indeed emitted 

by an S+: P[CD] = P[classified as S-i-1 source is S+] (Bradbury and Vehrencamp 

1998:403). I am suggesting that P[CD] be replaced with /s+(Xj), the probability density of 

a signal value, Xj, where fs+(^i) is a proxy for P[Xi | S+], the probability of receiving a 

signal of a particular value, X; given that the signal's source is indeed S+. 

One way to think of this substitution is to suppose that animals perceive signal 

variation discretely or construct discrete signal distributions rather than continuous 

probability density functions. fs+i^J is then the relative frequency of x, from the S+ 

distribution. Appendix B offers an account of what this "discretized" signals approach 

might look like. 

3.3.2 The Hotspot Utility Function 

To reflect the abandonment of PDF integration, the traditional utility function 

(Equation 2.1) can be modified to yield the expected utility of responding to a signal 
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of X = Xj, a particular value, rather than a signal of x > X; as would be required by 

integrating PDFs. The modified utility function is then: 

E{U) = (x/i/s,(x|) + C(m/s+(Xi) + (l-a)a/s.(Xi) + (\-a)ij\ix) Equation 3.1 

where E(f_/) = estimated utility of responding to a signal of a given value, X|, 

/s+(Xi) = the probability density of a signal of value Xj from the signal distribution 

S+, 

/sXxj) = the probability density of a signal of value Xj from the signal distribution 

S-, 

a = alpha, the probability of encountering a signal from the S+ distribution 

relative to encountering a signal from the S- distribution (1-a is the probability 

of encountering an S- signal), 

h = benefit for correct response to an S+ signal, 

m = cost for missed detection of an S+ signal, 

a = cost for false alarm response to an S- signal, and 

j = benefit for correct rejection of an S- signal. 

Equation 3.1 is the utihty of a signal of a given value, additively combining the 

utility of responding to the signal with that of withholding response. However, an 

organism will be particularly interested in signals that show a net benefit for response. A 

more meaningful function, then, is the utility of responding (correct detection and false 

alarm) less the utility of not responding (missed detection and correct rejection); 
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E(C/) = [a/z/s^(Xi) + (l-a)fl/_s.(Xi)] - [anifsM) + (l-aWs-C^Cj)] Equation 3.2 

Equation 3.2 will be positive for all stimulus values for which responding yields a 

net benefit (a utility > 0). Like Equation 2.1, it provides a way to deal with the inherent 

uncertainty of signal detection and identification issues, not by eliminating or reducing 

the uncertainty, but by allowing an animal to estimate to which signals it will be on 

average profitable to respond (Figure 3 .1).  
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Figure 3.1 The hotspot utility function. The modified utility (Equation 3.2) and classic 
utility (Equation 2.1) functions overlay the two signal distributions. Signal 
parameter values; S+ mean = 0, variance = 1; S- mean = L5, variance = 1; 
alpha (relative probability of S-t-) = 0.4; h= l,m = -0.2, a = -0.5, j = O.L 
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The modified utility function makes possible a decision process that is an 

alternative to threshold setting. According to the classic, integrated interpretation of 

signal detection theory, receivers that make decisions based on setting a threshold should 

respond to all above-threshold signals in one way, and all below-threshold signals in 

another way, regardless of how near or far from threshold a given signal may be. All 

signals on one side of a threshold should be responded to in equal measure - with equal 

response "strength" (e.g., rate, magnitude, etc. of response). A plot of response strength 

over the stimulus domain should be equally high for all stimuli on one side of the 

threshold equally low for all stimuli on the other side. 

I hypothesize that receivers using the modified utility function will respond to 

signals in proportion to a signal's utility as calculated by Equation 3.2. A plot of response 

strength over the stimulus domain will follow the shape of the modified utility function. 

Response strength should peak at the stimulus value of maximum utility, x*, and be 

lowest at the point of utility minimum. Because of this peak in the response gradient, I 

call Equation 3.2 the hotspot utility function. I will introduce the terms maximizing and 

thresholding to distinguish responding most strongly at the hotspot utility function's 

maximum from responding equally on one side of a threshold. 

Figure 3.1 shows that using the hotspot utility function, a threshold would be placed 

at the x-intercept, indicating a response to all x of utility > 0. Receivers using the hotspot 

utility function could respond to stimuli by cither a maximizing or thresholding decision 

process. Receivers using the integrated signals assumption of SDT can only respond by 

thresholding. The key difference between maximizing and thresholding is that, whereas 
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thresholding permits only two probabilities of response over the range of stimuli (1 or 0), 

maximizing permits variable probabilities. 

In addition to the maximum, minimum, and x-intercept, other aspects of the hotspot 

utility function's shape are interesting. The function is steeper on the ran from maximum 

to minimum than it is on the runs from maximum to —oo or minimum to +oo. If the 

hotspot function is a good model of animal decision-making, this difference in utility 

gradient should be reflected in behavioral response. Additionally, for some parameter 

values, e.g., large S+/S- variance ratios, a secondary peak in utility may be present on the 

S- side of the signal dimension. 

The peak of the hotspot utility function (as well as its x-intercept and minimum) 

shifts under the influence of alpha, the shapes of the signal distributions, and the payoffs, 

analogous to the way that threshold location is dependent on those same parameters in the 

classic formulation (Figure 3.2). Therefore, observations that I made in Chapter 2 about 

probability of false alarm, correct detection, etc. changing with abundance apply whether 

the receiver uses maximizing or thresholding. 
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Figure 3.2 Signal parameters influence the location of the maximum and other aspects of 
hotspot utility shape (Equation 3.2). For comparison, the "No change" curve is 
the same as that shown in Figure 3.1. Other curves differ by a change in one 
parameter, indicated in the key (PO = payoffs in the order: h, m, a, j). 

3.3.3 Maximizing vs. Thresholding 

Which process, maximizing or thresholding, yields the greatest accrued payoff over 

a scries of decisions? In simulations of maximizing receivers, utility (Equation 3.2) was 

transformed into to a response gradient by linearly scaling the function (Figure 3.3). The 

value of this function at Xj was then taken to be the receiver's probability of response to a 

signal at Xj. The two signal distributions were then used to generated random values. If a 

uniform random number was less than or equal to the probability of response, the 

maximizing receiver responded to the signal, then accrued payoff accordingly (Appendix 

A). Simulated thresholding receivers accrued payoff according to the signal's source and 

value relative to threshold. 
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Figure 3.3 Simulations of the maximizing and thresholding decision-making processes. 
Units on the y-axis are dependent on the curve. 

Simulations showed that for most parameter combinations threshold-based 

decision-making accrues more benefit. However, there is a subset of parameter values for 

which maximizing wins (Figures 3.4-5). 
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Figure 3.4 Maximizing can accrue greater payoff than thresholding under some 
parameter values in the short-term at low discriminability (| | = 0.1, 

ROC slope near 1) with alpha near 0.5 and h/a and j/m ratios near -1. Payoff, 
accrued by trial number, is averaged over 10 simulations. The simulation ran 
for 500 trials, the first 100 of which are plotted. 
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Figure 3.5 In the long-term, thresholding gains dominance over maximizing for most 
parameter value combinations. Plot of the full 500 trials from Figure 3.4. 
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Despite the dominance of thresholding over most of signal parameter space, it will 

become apparent in Chapters 4 and 5 that maximization is a more accurate description of 

animal behavior in some common cognitive decision-making tasks. How mathematical 

parameter space maps on to biological parameter space remains an empirical question: it 

may be that many decisions actually fall into the space dominated by maximization. 

Alternatively, there may be constraints on thresholding; its increased accuracy over 

maximizing may trade off against a greater cost in terms of computation or sample 

gathering. 

In Section 3.21 explicitly adopted the point of view that animals carry internal 

representations of the signal parameters. This point of view invites the notion that the 

representations may sometimes be inaccurate relative to the objective signal probabilities, 

distributions, and payoffs. The simulations above assumed that the receiver had accurate 

representations of the signal parameters. When receivers carry inaccurate estimates of the 

objective parameter values, however, maximizing can be more advantageous than 

thresholding (Figure 3.6). Inaccurate parameter estimates may be common in a broad 

variety circumstances, for example (1) when environmental conditions change (e.g., 

during seasonal or daily changes in resource abundance or distribution), (2) as payoffs, 

behavioral proficiency (skill level), or sensory abilities change during development, 

learning, practice, or senescence, and (3) whenever animals base decisions on non-

random, limited, or serial environmental sampling strategies. 
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Figure 3.6 Maximizing can dominate thresholding when the receiver carries poor 
estimates of objective signal parameters. In this example, the objective S+ and 
S- signal variances both equaled 1. Signals randomly generated from those 
parameters were sent to a receiver with both variances equal to 3 rather than 1; 
the receiver expected signals to be more variable than they in fact were. 
Payoffs at each trial are the mean of 10 simulations. 

3.4 EVOLUnONARY IMPLICATIONS OF MAXIMIZING 

Because receivers that maximize respond to stimuli differently than do receivers 

that threshold, the process of decision-making that a receiver uses can have different 

evolutionary effects on the evolution of the signalers. The potential difference in 

evolutionary effect has relevance to two topics: kin selection for poor mimicry and the 

evolution of aposematic coloration. 
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3.4.1 Johnstone's Kin Selection Effect 

In Baiesian mimicry, the mimic gains some advantage by having a similar 

appearance to the model. In the pollination example of Chapter 2, an unrewarding ochid 

received pollination services by mimicking the appearance of a nectar producing Vicia 

species. In examples of Batesian mimicry in which palatable prey items have an 

appearance similar to that of aposematic prey, the mimics benefit from decreased 

predation (fewer correct detections). In the case of aposematic mimicry, individuals from 

a population of poor mimics should suffer a higher probability of attack than individuals 

from a population of good mimics because they are more easily distinguished from the 

unpalatable models (Figure 3.7). Individuals should thus be selected for increasingly 

better mimicry. 

Johnstone (2002) has highlighted the perplexing fact that, according to classical 

signal detection theory, at high abundance (high alpha), populations of good mimics 

suffer a higher correct detection probability than populations of poor mimics. I arrive at 

the same conclusion by slightly different computational means (Figure 3.8, Appendix A). 

While it is true that poorer mimics will always suffer a higher probability of attack as 

individuals because they are easier to identify (their signals have a higher likelihood of 

being above threshold), it happens that under some signal parameter values, the 

probability of the predator committing a correct detection can be greater for good mimics 

than for poor mimics. The probability of correct detection reflects the proportion of the 

S+ population susceptible to attack. It is Johnstone's point that at high population 



densities, and when mimics are related to each other, kin selection may act to maintain a 

poor quality of mimicry and thereby maintain a low probability of correct detection. 
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Figure 3.7. Individuals are under predatory selection to be good mimics. The likelihood 
that a signal perceived as S+ is indeed S+ is higher for poor mimics than for 
good mimics, at all abundance levels. The proportion of predator attacks, c, 
that a population of mimics will experience is higher if it is a population of 
poor mimics than of good mimics at all population abundance levels (alpha). 
Signal parameters: mean appearance of unpalatable models = 0, mean of good 
m i m i c s  =  0 . 5 ,  m e a n  o f  p o o r  m i m i c s  =  2 ,  v a r i a n c e  o f  a l l  p o p u l a t i o n s  =  l , h  =  l ,  
a = -.5, m = 0,j = 0.c = aIpha*P[CD]/(alpha*p[CD]+(l-alphafP[TA]), the 
Bayesian a posteriori probability that a prey item is S+ given its appearance. 

However, the magnitude of the kin selection effect is sensitive to signal parameter 

values and in particular, it is dependent on threshold-based decision-making. Kin 

selection will not oppose individual selection for prey whose predators use a hotspot 

response mechanism. The proportion of the prey population experiencing attack is always 

higher for poor mimics because the predator's hotspot (point of maximum utility, x*) is 
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nearer the prey population's mean appearance at all prey densities for poor mimics than 

for good mimics (Figure 3.9). The proportion of a population near the mean is by 

definition larger than the proportion near one tail of a distribution; therefore, kin selection 

will act in the same direction as individual selection. 
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Figure 3.8 For some payoff values and PDF means, at high abundance a population of 
good mimics will experience a higher probability of attack (P[CD]) than a 
population of poor mimics. At high abundance of related individuals then, kin 
selection, acting through predation events, may select for poor mimicry, in 
contrast to individual selection. Compare to Johnstone's (2002) Figure 2. 
Signal parameters as given in Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.9 For prey whose predators use a maximizing decision processes, it is always 
better to be a good mimic no matter the population's relative abundance. For 
poor mimics the point of maximum hotspot utility, x*, is nearer the prey's 
mean distribution than for good mimics, at all alpha levels. Because by 
definition areas near the mean contain more individuals than areas in a 
distribution's tails, a predator will be striking at a higher proportion of the prey 
population when feeding on a population of poor mimics. Signal parameters: 
mean appearance of unpalatable models = 0, variance of all populations = I, h 
= 1, a = -.5, m = 0,j = 0, after Johnstone (2002). 

3.4.2 Peak Shift and the Evolution of Aposematism 

It has often been assumed that aposematic coloration requires one or more special 

pre-existing circumstances in order to arise. Given that the prey are already somewhat 

unpalatable, kin selection, prey aggregations, non-lethal attacks, and large mutational 

changes have each been variously considered as necessary conditions for the subsequent 

evolution of conspicuous warning coloration. Each of these conditions addresses the 

same issue, at the heart of which is an assumption about predator avoidance learning. 



The issue is this (Jaron and Mallet 1998): Rare, relatively conspicuous mutants 

should be targeted because of their conspicuousness. However, their rarity should yield 

encounter rates insufficiently high to promote predator avoidance learning (recall from 

Section 2.4.2 that it is expected that predators require a fixed number of encounters to 

produce "complete" learning). There is experimental evidence that both abundance 

(Lindstrom et al. 2001) and conspicuousness (Lindstrom et al. 1999) facilitate predator 

avoidance behavior (interpreted as associative avoidance learning). 

It seems, then, that aposematic mutants must either (a) be related, so that kin will 

benefit from avoidance learning induced by an attack; (b) occur in aggregations, so that 

some will not be attacked; (c) survive some attacks, so the predator can learn from one 

attack and avoid the prey on the next encounter; or (d) evolve by a dramatic change in 

conspicuousness, so that the predator can learn avoidance with fewer encounters. 

However, Lindstrom et al. (1999) noted that the possibility that aposematism might 

evolve by gradual change has received little attention. 

As suggested in Section 2.4, avoidance of aposematic prey may be not so much an 

issue of leamabiiity as of signal utility. Under signal detection theory, when uncertainty 

exits in the appearance of prey items, rare conspicuous mutants will indeed be attacked, 

not because the predator cannot learn to avoid them but because the predator cannot 

avoid false alarms if it is to have sufficient correct detections. However, threshold 

movement is sensitive to small changes in each of the signal parameters, including the 

distance between the distribution means (i.e., conspicuousness). To the extent that 

avoidance of aposematic prey is a signal detection issue, SDT suggests that the only 



necessary condition is that enough mutants exist with sufficient variation in appearance 

that some of them fall within the predator's correct rejection region. Change in 

appearance can be gradual if unpalatability is relatively high. 

The hotspot utility function offers an additional means of escaping the hypothesized 

pre-conditions. In developing the hotspot utility function, I have developed a novel, 

signal identification-based, account of the phenomenon known as peak shift in the 

comparative psychology literature. This account will be expanded in Chapters 4 and 5. 

It has been suggested that peak shift may have a role in the evolution of aposematic 

coloration (Leimar et al. 1986, Yachi & Higashi 1998). The points of maximum and 

minimum utility in Figure 3.2 show that the morphologies that are most strongly attacked 

and avoided (the "peak" responses) by predators utilizing a maximizing response strategy 

should be shifted away from the mean prey morphologies. The utility maximum, x*, 

locates the most strongly attacked prey morphology. The maximum is left of the mean S+ 

prey morphology, shifted away from the S- prey distribution. The utility minimum 

locates the most strongly avoided prey morphology, and is right of the mean S- prey 

morphology, away from the S+ prey distribution. Figure 3.2 shows that the amount of 

this peak shift varies with the risk of making false alarm attacks to S- prey. As risk 

increases, e.g., with increasing unpalatability, abundance, or similarity of S-t- and S- prey, 

both positive and negative shifts become more pronounced. 

Because the predator is shifting its selective behavior away from the population 

means, it will be driving morphological evolution of both S-f- and S- prey types. That the 



shift is sensitive to small changes in risk suggests that hotspot-based decision-making can 

drive the gradual evolution of signaler population divergence, resulting in aposematism. 

Lindstrom et al. (1999) in a behavioral laboratory-based study of birds feeding on 

artificial prey types reported no support for the gradual change hypothesis of the 

evolution of aposematism. However, I believe they may have misinterpreted their data. 

Their Figure 2 seems to me to show the very learning phenomena, generalization and 

peak shift, for which they claim no evidence. In addition, they did not report results of 

control experiments necessary to establish their claim. In any case, lack of results could 

simply be an artifact of poor signal parameter value settings in the experimental design. 

Leimar et al. (1986) and Yachi & Higashi (1998) applied mathematical models to 

the role of peak shift in the evolution of aposematic coloration. Negative peak shift, the 

avoidance of unpalatable prey more conspicuous than what one has experienced, acts in 

opposition to the common assumption that greater conspicuousness leads to higher attack 

rates. Peak shift can thus stabilize the early evolution of conspicuous appearance (Leimar 

et al. 1986, Enquist and Arak 1998). In this way, peak shift mitigates hypothesized 

requirements for kin selection, non-lethal attacks, prey aggregations, and large mutational 

changes (Leimar et al. 1986, Yachi and Higashi 1998). 

3.5 SUMMARY 

In this chapter I explicitly adopted signal detection theory as a somewhat 

mechanistic description of animal decision-making. This led me to discard the "integrated 

signals" assumption. By modifying the SDT utility function to allow for non-integrated 



signal representations I developed a novel process of signal detection-based decision

making that is an alternative to threshold placement. The resultant "hotspot" utility 

function permits variable probabilities of response to stimuli whereas the classical 

function permits a probability of response of only either 1 or 0. 

Maximization-based decision-making using the hotspot utility function was shown 

in simulations to accumulate net benefit more slowly than threshold-based decision

making over much of parameter space for receivers with perfect knowledge of 

environmental parameters. However, the hotspot function can be the best way to make 

decisions for receivers with inaccuratc estimates of signal parameters. 

Batesian mimics of aposematic prey whose predators make decisions based on a 

hotspot utility maximizing strategy rather than thresholding will not be subject to 

Johnstone's (2002) kin selection for poor mimicry. 

Both thresholding and maximizing decision processes may mitigate hypothesized 

necessary preconditions for the evolution of aposematic coloration. 
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CHAPTER 4 THE SIGNALS APPROACH TO GENERALIZATION & 

DISCRIMINATION LEARNING 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In Section 2.41 examined predator response to aposematic prey as a signal 

detection issue. I explained that in the aposematism literature, predator avoidance 

behavior is explained by an appeal to associative learning theory; failure to avoid rare, 

conspicuous, unpalatable prey arises because infrequent encounters with such prey 

cannot build sufficient associative strength between the conspicuous stimulus and the 

unpalatable reinforcement of attacking that stimulus. I showed that the signals approach 

may explain predator avoidance behavior as equally well as, and regarding the absolute 

number of prey attacked, better than, associative learning: some level of false alarm 

attacks on aposematic prey is an unavoidable consequence of obtaining correct detections 

of palatable prey. 

Given that the signals approach can somtimes look very much like associative 

learning, this chapter will develop an account of what generalization and discrimination 

learning looks like from the signals perspective. This development will utilize the hotspot 

utility function as an explanatory model for a phenomenon known as "peak shift" in the 

discrimination learning literature. After describing the signals account of peak shift I will 

contrast this account with other accounts of the phenomenon in order to examine how a 

signals-based approach to discrimination learning differs from the traditional, associative 

approach. 
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4.2 PEAK SHUT 

Imagine the following result, a common finding in discrimination learning 

experiments. Control subjects are trained to respond (e.g., button press) to a positively 

reinforced stimulus (S+, e.g., a line of a particular orientation or a color of a particular 

hue). Treatment subjects are trained identically to control subjects with respect to S+ and 

are also trained to withhold response to a negatively reinforced stimulus (S-, e.g., a line 

orientation or hue similar but not identical to S+). Both groups of subjects are then tested 

without reinforcement on a continuum of similar stimuli (e.g., various line orientations or 

hues, including the training stimuli). Results are as presented in Figure 4.1: During the 

test, control subjects respond most frequently to the S+ stimulus. However, treatment 

subjects respond most frequently to a stimulus they have never encountered before. 

The treatment subjects' expression of a preference for an unrewarded and novel 

stimulus over S+ itself is somewhat paradoxical. If all of the test stimuli are 

discriminable, why are the treatment subjects not like the control subjects, responding 

most strongly to S+, the stimulus they have learned is rewarding? 

The phenomenon that treatment subjects display in this type of experiment is called 

peak shift in the comparative psychology literature. When the subjects' frequency of 

response is plotted as a function of stimulus value, data on this stimulus generalization 

show a bell-shaped generalization gradient curve (Figure 4.1). The stimulus receiving 

the maximum ("peak") response by the treatment subjects is said to be "shifted" relative 

to the peak response of the control subjects. 
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Control 

Treatment 

Wavelength (nm) 

Figure 4.1 Response gradients showing stimulus generalization and peak shift, after 
Hanson (1959). Pigeons in the Control group were trained to peck at a key lit 
by a 550 nm wavelength (green) light (S+). Pigeons in the Treatment group 
were additionally trained to withhold pecking to a key lit at 560 nm (green-
yellow, S-). Relative to the Control group, the Treatment group's 
generalization gradient is shifted to wavelengths on the side of S+ opposite S-. 

4.3 THE FINE LINE BETWEEN GENERALIZATION AND DISCRIMINATION 

Generalization and discrimination are opposite sides of the same issue. 

Discrimination can be viewed as a failure to generalize, and generalization a failure to 

discriminate. The neutral term "stimulus control" is used to refer to how much control a 

stimulus has on the expression of a behavior and avoids the circularity of defining a 

behavior as either generalization or discrimination (Rilling 1977). Stimulus control is 

influenced by two processes: (1) a Judgment of similarity — that is, the animal can 

discriminate the stimuli but treats them as similar. Animals generalize what they know 



about a given stimulus to novel stimuli that are experienced as similar to the original 

stimulus, and (2) an inability to distinguish differences between the stimuli — the animal 

cannot discriminate the two stimuli because, e.g., it lacks the sensory acuity to do so. 

Both of these processes can be thought of as signal detection issues, but may be 

established over different time frames. In the second case, the animal's representations of 

the signal parameters are set over evolutionary or ontogenetic time frames. Assuming that 

genetic variation exists, there may not be a strong enough selective advantage to evolve 

greater sensory resolution (linkage to a more costly trait, for instance). Developmentally, 

the organism may have an immature sensory system, or alternatively a senescent one (and 

there may be ultimate reasons for this immaturity and senescence also). When 

generalization occurs over stimuli that can, however, be discriminated, then the animal's 

representations of the signal parameters are additionally formed over cognitive time 

frames; one or more of the signal parameters is learned. 

I believe that peak shift may be an excellent example for delineating the role of 

signal detection and identification in generalization and discrimination learning. In what 

follows, I will limn the peak shift phenomenon, offer a novel, signals-based explanation 

for peak shift, and draw implications for what a signals approach to generalization and 

discrimination learning may mean for the simple and ubiquitous form of learning which 

drives the peak shift phenomenon. 
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4.4 PRECIS OF THE PEAK SHIFT PHENOMENON 

Peak shift is considered to be a general outcome of associative generalization and 

discrimination learning (reviews by Purtlc 1973, Rilling 1977, and summarized in animal 

learning textbooks, e.g., Shettleworth 1998, Domjan 1998). In a typical peak shift 

experiment (Table 4.1), the stimuli are simple sensory stimuli, monotonically increasing 

in value on the stimulus domain (e.g., Hanson 1959). The experiment consists of a 

control group and a treatment group each undergoing training (discrimination) and testing 

(generalization) phases. Stimuli are presented one at a time, for instance, on a lighted 

button that the subject presses to indicate its response. The button is lit for a set length of 

time and presses to the button while it is lit by a given color are the dependent variable. 

No reward is given during the testing phase. A variable intermittent reward schedule with 

all-or-none reward quantities may be given for correct responses during the training 

phase to minimize extinction during the testing phase. During training, incorrect 

responses to S+ and S- are followed by negative reinforcement (e.g., lights turn off and a 

delay imposed prior to the next trial). Inter-trial intervals last 2-3 scconds, during which 

the response button is not lit. The training phase lasts until the treatment group is 

"reliably" responding to the stimuli (e.g., 80% correct responses to S+ presentations). The 

number of S+ training trails may be balanced across both groups. Purtle (1973) reviewed 

peak shift experiments, outlining the variety of reinforcement schedules, stimulus 

dimensions, and species used. Peak shift can be induced from both classical and operant 

conditioning paradigms. 
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Table 4.1 Cornponents of a typical peak shift experiment. 

Control Group 

Training Phase 

Subjects are trained, by intermittent food reward, to "go" upon presentation of S+. S+ is 

the only stimulus presented. 

Testing Phase 

Subjects are exposed to stimuli of S+ ± variance. The average frequencies of the subjects' 

responses form a bell-shaped curve peaked at S+. No reinforcements are given. 

TreatmeBt Group 

Training Phase 

Subjects are trained, by intermittent food reward, to "go" upon presentation of S+ and 

also trained to withhold response ("no go") upon presentation of a distinct but 

perceptually similar S- (e.g., a light of a different color). S+ and S- are the only stimuli 

presented. As a negative reinforcement for responding to S-, the subjects receive no food 

reward and the lights are turned out for several seconds. 

Testing Phase 

Subjects are exposed to S+ ± variance. The frequencies of the subjects' responses form a 

bell curve with a peak shifted from S+ in a direction away from S-. No reinforcements 

(positive or negative) are given. 



Rilling (1977) noted that an "area shift" is often noticeable, even in experiments 

that do not result in a measurable peak shift {e.g., Cheng et al. 1997). Though the most 

frequent response rate may not be delivered to a novel test stimulus, response rates to 

novel stimuli are elevated to one side of S+ relative to the other. That is, the bell shaped 

response gradient shows a skew in a direction away from S-. Area shift often co-occurs 

with peak shift. 

Spence's (1937) theory of stimulus generalization captured the essence of the 

phenomenon. Bell-shaped gradients of behavioral excitation and inhibition centered on 

the training stimuli interact additively. The sum of the gradients produces net excitatory 

and inhibitory behavioral impulses shifted from the training stimuli in the manner 

described above. The gradient interaction model has been modified in the intervening 

years to reflect modern theory of associative learning and continues to dominate the 

explanation of peak shift (e.g., Blough 1975, Ghirlanda and Enquist 1998). Yet, no 

satisfactory explanation of peak shift based on associative learning has arisen that 

accounts for the various forms of peak shift and the variety of stimulus domains over 

which it can be induced - the explanations fail to account for area shift, are not 

extendable to the full range of stimuli prone to peak shift, or cannot produce the variety 

of observed gradient shapes, for example. 

One alternative theoretical account of peak shift invokes a change in Kelson's 

stimulus "adaptation-level" (He!son 1964, Thomas et al. 1991). However, although a 

changing adaptation-level does account for some peak shift results, researchers can 

control for such "range effect" causes of peak shift with probe-tests administered 



throughout training (Cheng et al. 1997). Changing adaptation-levels can therefore well 

account for the results of some experiments, but not the "typical" experiments I have 

described, when utilizing proper controls (Cheng et al. 1997). Peak shift effects can 

therefore be caused by two processes; changing adaptation-levels, and something related 

to discrimination learning and gradient interaction, but as yet not fully described. This 

chapter will be concerned with the second process. 

Conceptualizations of peak shift have remained mechanistic (Cheng 2002). 

Mechanistic explanations do not offer insight into the evolutionarily selective 

ramifications of behavior, i.e., the relevance of the behavior to the reproductive success 

of animal. That is the domain of functional explanations. A functional account of peak 

shift may allow better synthesis of what the organism is doing when it exhibits peak shift, 

and so provide a new perspective on the appropriate level of mechanism to model. 

The peak shift phenomenon is taxonomically wide-spread (subjects include birds, 

rats, primates including humans, and fish [Purtle 1973]) and is a general function of 

learning to respond to stimuli. If we take the point of view that stimuli are signals and 

that treatment subjects are uncertain about whether a given test stimulus is from an S+ or 

S- signal distribution, then the signals approach should offer functional insight into peak 

shift and the wide-spread form of learning that underlies the phenomenon. 

4.5 PEAK SHIFT AS AN EXERCISE IN SIGNAL IDENTIFICATION 

Stimuli can be thought of as signals. Similar stimuli may sometimes be confused 

with each other. Responding to positive stimuli (i.e., S+) accrues benefits, responding to 



negative signals (i.e., S-) accrues costs. Recall that signal detection theory (SDT) links 

signal reception to decision-making by specifying three parameters that every signal, and 

thus every stimulus, has and that any receiver should take into account when responding 

to a stimulus. 

4.5.1 Signals Approach to Peak Shift 

The components of a peak shift experiment can be rephrased in terms of the three 

signal parameters. (1) The relative probability of encountering the S+ and S- training 

stimuli corresponds to alpha. Alpha might be 0.50: Any given training trial for the 

treatment group is as likely to be S+ as S-. For the control group, alpha = 1; all training 

stimuli are S+. (2) The S+ and S- stimuli have locations on the stimulus dimension (e.g., 

colors) and these correspond to the means of the S+ and S- signal distributions. The 

variances of the signal distributions are experimentally set at 0: only one value (e.g., one 

color) is used for the S+ and S- training stimuli respectively. It is commonly recognized 

that a subject's sensory system will introduce some noise (assumed to have a Gaussian 

distribution) around the experimental value, causing the subject to be uncertain about the 

stimulus' objective value (Boneau and Cole 1967). It is also recognized that without S-

discri mi nation training subjects may spontaneously attribute properties of the S+ training 

stimuli to novel stimuli they judge to be similar (Blough 1969) and that this 

generalization produces a bell-shaped gradient of response strength centered on the S-F 

training stimulus (Rilling 1977). Both failure to discriminate and generalization will thus 

impart some variance to the subject's representation of the signal distribution. The 



subject's spontaneous generalization thus form the signal distributions. (3) The 

reinforcement for responding or not to S+ and S- correspond to decision payoffs. Payoffs 

are commonly: h (correct detection of S+) = a small amount of food, j (correct rejection 

of S-)= a small amount of food, m (missed detection of S+) = lights out, a (false alarm to 

S-) = lights out. 

How should a subject respond to the range of test stimuli given their experience 

with the distribution, relative probability, and payoff of the training stimuli? If the 

training stimuli are similar enough to each other, the subject will experience uncertainty 

about the outcome of responding to test stimuli due to perceived overlap of the training 

stimulus distributions; the same signal (e.g., same color) could be emitted by stimuli from 

either the S+ or S- distribution. A given test stimulus, novel or not, might be from either 

signal distribution. 

4.5.2 Utility Functions Revisited 

A signal detection theory interpretation of peak shift, and of the learning of stimulus 

control in general, will be concerned with estimating the utility for responding to a signal 

of a given value (e.g., what is the utility for responding to color signals at 550 nm? At 

540 nm?). This is not the same as responding equally to all signals above a given value 

(e.g., what is the utility for responding to all color signals above 550 nm?). In stimulus 

generalization, the subject does not respond equally to all signals above (or below) a 

certain threshold. Rather than placing a threshold, in generalization and discrimination 

learning the subject will be concerned with responding in the appropriate way to that 
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signal value of maximum benefit. As explained in the previous chapter, the utility 

function that locates this maximum utility is that based on a non-integrated stimulus 

domain, the hotspot utility function (Equation 3.2). 

Recall that by calculating estimated utility from Equation 3.2 over all stimulus 

values, X, we can find the stimulus value, x*, for which a response yields the maximum 

net payoff (Figure 4.2). I hypothesize that x* will locate the peak of the subject's bell-

shaped generalization gradient. Recall that the peak of the generalization gradient should 

shift under the influence of alpha, the signal distributions, and the payoffs (Figure 3.2). 

Figure 4.2 Peak shift as signal identification. A treatment subject using Equation 3.2 to 
guide stimulus response should show a peak response at x* = 540 nm. This is 
shifted -10 nm relative to the location of a control subject's peak at S+ (550 
nm). The shift is due to the influence of costs associated with S-, which 
control subjects do not incur. Compare to Figure 4.1. Signal parameters S+ 
mean = 550 nm, variance = 15; S- mean = 560 nm, variance = 15; h = I, m = 
-8, a = -8, and j =1. For treatment, alpha = 0.5; for control, alpha = 1. 

0.06 

S+ Distribution 

S- Distribution 

-0.06 
Utility 

'S-
S+ Wavelength (nm) 
X *  



The signal parameters that produced Figure 4.2 were intentionally chosen to 

produce a shift resembling that shown in Figure 4.1. As a model of what animals assume 

about stimulus distributions and payoffs, signal detection theory could potentially be used 

to compare information processing abilities across subjects. A possible biological 

interpretation of the payoffs that produced Figure 4.2 (h = l,m = -8, a = -8, and j =1) is 

that the treatment receiver was relatively more motivated to avoid S- than to respond to 

S+. Additionally, the large distribution variances can be interpreted as indicating that the 

rcccivers cannot or were not motivated to make very fine distinctions on the x-axis (e.g., 

on the order of a few nm). However, different parameter sets can produce similar shifts 

(Chapter 3). Details about subject histories and motivational slates need to be known in 

order to select which parameter set most accurately describes the subject's internal state. 

4.6 REINTERPRETING PEAK SHIFT PHENOMENA 

Now that I have developed the signals account of peak shift, 1 am in a position to 

re-evaluate aspects of peak shift in terms of signal detection theory. A control subject's 

generalization gradient around S+ reflects the subject's estimate of the utility of 

responding to signals it pcrceives to be from an S+ distribution. A treatment subject's 

shifted peak reflects the subject's sensitivity to the risk of mistaking an S- stimulus for an 

S+ stimulus. The treatment subject's estimated maximum utility is shifted due to the S-

distribution, which introduces some uncertainty about the source of any given stimulus. 



4.6.1 Generalization Gradients 

Do subjects' responses outline their generalization gradients? Plots of the responses 

of experimental subjects are known as "generalization gradients" in the literature. 

However, if peak shift is a signal identification issue, then "generalization gradient" may 

be a misnomer. A more appropriate term would be utility gradient (or less theory-loaded, 

simply response gradient). The plot of the subjects' responses is not a plot of the subject's 

signal distribution representations, but more appropriately represents the subject's 

estimates of the utility of signals from those distributions. 

The signals approach to this type of learning suggests that it is the signal 

distributions that are the subjects' generalization gradients. Signal distributions do not 

move or shift for either the control or treatment subjects, but remain stationary (but see 

Thomas et al.'s [1991] adaptation-level account of peak shift). Because behavioral 

responses will always incorporate other signal parameters as well, the signal distributions 

are not directly observable. The subjects' responses reflect their estimate of the utility of 

responding, not simply how much or how little they generalize from training stimuli to 

test stimuli. 

4.6.2 Area Shift 

It can be seen in Figure 4.2 that the decline in utility about the point of maximum 

utility is steeper on the S- side than on the other side of the maximum (see also Figure 

3.2). I believe this is the explanation for Rilling's (1977) area shift. 



4.6.3 Negative Peak Shift 

Guttman (1965) trained subjects to produce a high "baseline" level of response to a 

set of color stimuli prior to discrimination training on two of the stimuli. In post-

discrimination testing using the set of stimuli he found the normal peak shift. The use of 

elevated baseline responses also revealed what has been called "negative peak shift," a 

shift of the most strongly avoided stimulus off of the S- training stimulus in the direction 

away from S+ (Rilling 1977). The signals approach readily accounts for negative peak 

shift because the minimum of the utility function is shifted away from the mean S-

distribution in the direction away from S+ (Figure 4.2). In fact, the plot of the responses 

of Guttman's subjects look very much like the plot of Equation 3.2. 

4.6.4 Secondary Response Gradient Peaks 

Some peak shift results show a second, lower peak response on the side of S-

opposile S+. This secondary peak receives very little attention in the literature (Purtle 

1973), but can be seen for example in Hanson's (1959) results and in the response 

gradients of Guttman's (1965) subjects. The signals approach predicts a regaining of 

positive utility far into the S- region of the x-axis for some parameter values (in particular 

an S+/S- variance ratio >1, sec the S+ variance curve in Figure 3.2). 

4.6.5 Non-bell-shaped Response Gradients 

Explanations of peak shift based on associative learning cannot readily account for 

non-bell shaped gradients. The response to test stimuli is most often peaked and more or 

less bell shaped, but in some experiments the response can take different shapes (Cheng 



2002). Huff et al. (1975) trained rats to discriminate acoustic noise intensities. 

Generalization responses appear to start from 0 and increase monotonically through S-

and S+ and on to the end of the stimulus range. However, it may be that Huff et al. 

simply did not extend the test stimuli far enough beyond S+ to find the typical response 

peak and subsequent decline. Additionally, Huff et al. did not utilize a control group, so it 

is unknown if the monotonic response is actually due to the presence of S- during 

training. Spetch and Cheng (1998) found a sigmoid generalization response during early 

trials by pigeons trained to discriminate the length of time a light was turned on. As with 

Huff et al., the sigmoid shape could be an artifact of not extending the test stimulus range 

far enough to find the expected decline in response rates. However, the signals approach 

suggests other possibilities, too. 

Monotonically increasing responses might be partially produced by replacing the 

payoffs, e.g., h, with variable payoff functions, e.g., h = fix). For example, if subjects 

assume that rewards increased with stimulus value (i.e., "louder is worth more"), the 

point of maximum utility would be shifted farther away from S- than otherwise, but still 

decline eventually. Truly monotonically increasing responses might be directly produced 

if the animal's stimulus distribution is assumed to be sigmoid rather than bell-shaped or if 

test stimuli cause the animal to kurtose its stimulus distribution. Both of these 

modifications to the animals stimulus distribution representation would cause the animal 

to react stronger to more extreme stimuli. 

Spetch and Cheng's (1998) subjects' responses to test stimuli between S+ and S-

were not at an intermediate level, but either near the high S+ response level or the low S-



response level. The sigmoid response gradient considered with this bimodal response to 

intermediate stimulus values suggests that the birds classified all durations as either S+ or 

S-. A sigmoid response would be expected from subjects whose decisions were based on 

thresholding rather than maximizing (Chapter 3). Using Equation 3.2, a threshold would 

be placed at the x-intercept, where the utility function crosses 0 (Figure 4.2). Rather than 

responding with intermediate response probability or strength in proportion to the shape 

of the utility function, animals using a threshold respond with binary probability or 

strength on either side of the threshold. 

4.7 ALTERNATIVE ACCOUNTS OF PEAK SHIFT 

Blough (1969) distinguished between two stimulus generalization theories of the 

time by characterizing how they accounted for variation in the behavioral response of 

subjects during tests of discrimination learning. Blough's focus on the mechanism of 

stimulus control is useful for distinguishing the different approaches to peak shift (Table 

4.2). 

4.7.1 Gradient Interaction Theories 

For the Spcnce (1937) theory of interacting excitation and inhibition gradients, 

differences in behavioral response strength arise from the level of behavioral excitation 

associated with each test stimulus (Blough 1969). Modern associative learning accounts 

of peak shift are derived directly from the Spence theory, and differences in behavioral 

response are due to differences in the "association strength" attributed to each test 

stimulus. A bell-shaped gradient of positive associative strength centered on S+ interacts 
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with a similar negative gradient centered on S- (Figure 4.3). The point of maximum net 

association strength locates the stimulus value that is predicted to receive the strongest 

response during testing and is shifted off of S+ in a direction away from S-. 

Table 4.2 Alternative accounts of peak shift. 

Account Mechanism of Stimulus Control 

1. Spence(1937) 

2. Modem associative learning theory 

3. Artificial neural network 

(Ghirlanda and Enquist 1998) 

4. Receptor mechanism 

(Ghirlanda and Enquist 1999) 

5. Adaptation-level 

(Thomas et al. 1991) 

6. Psychophysical function 

(Boneau and Cole 1967) 

7. Signals Approach 

Excitatory & inhibitor}' strength gradient 

interaction 

Positive and negative association strength 

gradient interaction 

Nodal weight gradient interaction 

Receptor excitation gradient interaction 

Shifting of sensory adaptation-level 

Utility, given uncertainty of S+ and S-

Utility, given uncertainty of S-t- and S-
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Figure 4.3 Associative accounts of peak shift, and other gradient interaction theories, 
posit positive and negative strength gradients that interact additively. 
Association strength is the product of the number of training trials, the 
strength of reinforcement on those trials, and the amount of learning that a 
stimulus and reinforcer can support (e.g., Rescorla and Wagner 1972). 
Gradients of association strength, centered on the training stimuli, interact 
additively. The point of maximum net association strength locates the 
stimulus value that is predicted to receive the strongest response during 
testing. The bell-shaped curves of associative accounts represent association 
strength gradients, not signal distributions. 

Neural network models of peak shift (Ghirlanda and Enquist 1998) are a kind of 

associative account. Nodal weight strength drives behavioral response strength. Nodal 

weight strength can be mathematically identical to Rescorla-Wagner-based measures of 

association strength (Rescorla and Wagner 1972, Hall 1994). Ghirlanda and Enquist 

(1999) modeled the behavioral response producing peak shift as arising from an additive 

overlap of receptor excitations. Their account is thus similar to those derived from 

Spence's theory, though at an explicitly peripheral sensory organ level. All of these 

gradient-interaction accounts assume a model of generalization learning that involves a 



spreading of knowledge from training stimuli to similar novel stimuli. The spreading is 

usually a Gaussian function of the similarity among stimuli. The S+ and S- generalization 

gradients then interact addilively, as originally put forward in Spence's gradient 

interaction theory, producing a peak shift. Additional implementations of associative 

models of peak shift include a model of spatial navigation by Reid and Staddon (1998) 

that used a diffusion model of generalization and a multiplicative gradient interaction 

model by Leimar et al. (1986). See also Section 3.4.2. 

4.7.2 Adaptation-level Theory 

Thomas et al.'s (1991) adaptation-level account of peak shift shows that a shift in 

peak response can be induced by manipulating the order of test stimulus presentation. If 

stimuli from the S+ side of the stimulus continuum are presented early during the test, 

subjects will show a peak shift. Early presentation of stimuli from the S- side of the 

continuum can even produce a shift towards S-. The explanation is that a subject's 

expectation of the range of possible stimuli (its plastic, sensory "adaptation" to the 

stimulus dimension [Helson 1964]) is constructed during early test experience. During 

training, the sensory adaptation-level (AL) becomes centered at the mean of the training 

stimuli. Subjects learn S+ is located at, say, the AL -1 and that S- is at, say, AL +1. 

When, during testing, the adaptation-level is induced by non-random test stimulus 

presentation to have a different value, responding to AL -1 effectively produces a peak 

shift. 



4.7.3 Signal Detection Theories 

Boneau & Cole's (1967) statistical decision theory-based account of behavioral 

response maintained that subjects sometimes mistake positive and negative stimuli that 

are similar in appcarance. Statistical decision theory is identical to the classical signal 

detection theory outlined in Chapter 2 (Green and Swets 1969) and the mistakes Boneau 

and Cole are concerned with are false alarms and missed detections. Boneau and Cole 

introduced utility and signal parameters into the stimulus control literature and attributed 

changes in threshold to changes in payoff. Boneau and Cole (1967), and by extension 

both the classical interpretation of signal detection theory and statistical decision theory, 

base behavioral response on attributions about a stimulus' source, S+ or S- (Blough 

1969). However, these approaches are based on the integrated-signals assumption 

(Section 3.3.1) and cannot readily explain non-thresholding response behavior. They do 

not, therefore, offer an account of peak shift. 

In the account of peak shift developed in this chapter, based on maximizing the 

hotspot utility function, behavioral response is due to differences in the utility that 

subjects attribute to the test stimuli. The utility is derived from signal parameters that are 

learned from experience with the training stimuli. The utility function is a multiplicative 

function of the three signal parameters, but additively combines the utility of the two 

signal classes in a way similar to the gradient interaction models. For two competing 

stimuli, S+ and S-, the three signal parameters are: (1) The signal distributions: the range 

of stimulus values that S+ and S- stimuli take (e.g., to which colors responses are 

beneficial versus costly). The variance of the distribution is produced by the subjects' 



spontaneous generalization from the training stimuli. (2) Alpha, the encounter rates of S+ 

and S- training stimuli relative to each other. (3) The payoff for responding to the stimuli 

during training: correct detection of S+, correct rejection of S-, missed detection of S+, 

and false alarm response to S-. 

4.7.4 Summary of Accounts for Peak Shift 

Three very different models exist to explain peak shift: associative gradient 

interactions, shifting adaptation-level, and the signals approach developed here. 

The adaptation-level account is quite different from accounts based on gradient 

interaction. The AL account predicts that manipulation of payoff or reinforcement 

schedules should not effect the peak shift, which is instead entirely due to what is learned 

about the distribution of stimulus values. The account makes strong predictions about the 

effect of the distribution of stimulus values (the stimulus distributions in signal detection 

terms) on test results, predictions that are not made by gradient interaction models but 

that have been borne out by experiment (Thomas et al. 1991). Adaptation-level causes of 

peak shift can be controlled for by probe-testing during training (Cheng et al. 1997), and 

should also, I believe, be mitigated by random, Gaussian, or simultaneous presentation of 

test stimuli. Peak shifts due to payoff manipulations should not be caused by adaptation-

level effects, but could work in parallel if not controlled for. 

Association strength-based accounts of peak shift make predictions about 

manipulations of similarity between S-i- and S- (i.e., changing the means of Gaussian 

signal distributions). The signal detection payoff parameter can be thought of as 
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represented by the training reinforcement schedule, and manipulation of reinforcement 

schedule has successfully produced peak shift (Purtle 1973), though I am not aware of 

any peak shift studies that manipulated different payoffs for correct detections vs. correct 

rejections and for false alarms vs. missed detections. The relative abundance parameter 

exits in the form of stimulus presentation schedules, and this is where the adaptation-level 

theory has its explanatory power. To my knowledge stimulus presentation schedules have 

not been manipulated in experiments working under the associative learning accounts, 

though relative abundance can be expressed as relative number of S+ and S- training 

trials. Absolute number of trials (but not relative number) is recognized to be a part of 

what builds association strength. 

4.8 ASSOCIATIVE LEARNING AND THE SIGNALS APPROACH COMPARED 

As an explanation of generalization and discrimination learning, the signals 

approach is very different from associative learning. For example, there are differences in 

the factors to which learning errors are attributed -1 have already mentioned the low 

association strength vs. false alarm interpretation of mistakes. One could take the point of 

view, then, that the signals approach offers a functional account of associative learning. 

Signal detection theory could be considered to restate the parameters of associative 

learning (the conditioned and unconditioned stimulus and reinforcer learning rates) in 

ecological terms - the distribution, abundance, and quality of resources. Alternatively, it 

could be that rather than building association strength, animals learn the signal 
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parameters and classify stimuli. This section will compare the two accounts of 

discrimination learning more directly. 

4.8.1 Association Strength and the Signal Parameters 

Associative learning theory posits that the "strength" of the association learned 

between a stimulus and the outcome of responding to that stimulus should be a function 

of the encounter rate with the stimulus, the learnability of the stimulus, and the 

importance of the reinforcement. The Rescorla-Wagner equation' (Rescorla and Wagner 

1972) embodies these parameters in a straight-forward way: 

A V = aP(i^-EV) Equation 4.1 

where AV = the increment in association strength from trial to trial, 

a - the magnitude of the conditioned stimulus, 

P = a learning rate parameter of the unconditioned stimulus corresponding its 

salience, 

X = the maximum association strength that the unconditioned stimulus can 

support, and 

ZV = the current association strength of stimulus and all background contextual 

stimuli. 

^ The Rescorla-Wagner equation has seen much modification in modem formulations of 
associative learning theory {e.g., Dickenson 2001), but this simple version will suffice 
for my purposes. 
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The Rescorla-Wagner equation is a model of the process of learning; it models how 

association strength changes from trial to trial. Signal detection theory, as I have 

presented it, is not a process model"*. In looking for parallels with associative learning 

theory I will not be interested in change from trial to trial and can ignore the AV and 

(X-ZV) components. 

The signal parameter decision payoffs (h, a, j, m [see Equation 3.1]) can be 

considered to correspond to parts of a, (3, and A. Alpha, the signal parameter, can be 

considered an expression of the relative number of trials of the two training stimuli. 

Therefore, the product of alpha and the payoffs should be a proxy for association strength 

after any given number of trials. Let A(x) = association strength of stimulus value x. 

Then, for x = the S+ training stimulus: 

A(S+) = alphaQi+m) Equation 4.2 

and for x = the S- training stimulus: 

A(S-)= {l-alpha)(a+j) Equation 4.3 

" Sequential B aye si an updating might be considered a process model for signal parameter 
updating {e.g., Bradbury and Vehrencamp 1998). 



4.8.2 The Associative Account of Peak Shift 

The associative learning account of peak shift posits that the shift arises from an 

interaction between the association strengths of positively and negatively reinforced 

training stimuli. Association strength is accumulated during training and generalized to 

similar novel stimuli. The process of generalization is typically modeled as a Gaussian 

diffusion, with strength declining as a function of perceptual similarity from the training 

stimuli (e.g., Lei mar et al. 1986, Ghirlanda and Enquist 1998, Reid and Staddon 1998). 

Prior to the gradient interaction, the association strengths must be expressed relative 

to each other. For the stimulus presentation ratio S+:S-, if A(S+) = |A(S-)| the relative 

association strengths are 1:1, if A(S+) > |A(S-)|, the ratio is 1:[|A(S-)|^A(S+)], and if 

A(S+) < |A(S-)| the ratio is [A(S+)-f|A(S-)|]:l. These relative strengths can then each be 

applied to a stimulus continuum following a Gaussian generalization gradient. The 

absolute value of the S- gradient subtracted from the S+ gradient will yield the net 

association strength for all values on the stimulus domain. 

Using Equations 4.2 and 4.3 as proxies for ap produces a net association strength 

gradient very similar to the hotspot utility gradient (Figure 4.4). When the payoffs are 

balanced (\a\=h, \m\=j), the maxima and minima of association strength and utility will be 

at the same location on the stimulus domain. The locations differ slightly, however, when 

the payoffs are not balanced (not shown). 
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Figure 4.4 The associative and signals accounts can make very similar predictions about 
peak shift. Both predict a maximum response at a stimulus value of 4.9, when 
S-i- = 4, S- = 3, = 1, a = -1, m = 0,7 = 0. Alpha = 0.35, therefore the S-»-:S-
trial ratio = 0.54:1. The generalization gradients have means equal to the 
training stimuli and variance = 1. 

The simple Rescorla-Wagner equation does not offer a mechanism by which the 

association strength of one training stimulus can affect the other, therefore the maximum 

and minimum net association strengths are more extreme than the corresponding utility 

values. Negative association strength cannot be generalized to the S+ itself, since the 

Rescorla-Wagner equation cannot change the association strength of a stimulus in that 

stimulus' absence. Therefore, the exact shape of the utility and net association strength 

curves is not the same. It may be that modifications to Rescorla-Wagner equation that 

more closely reflect modern associative learning theory by allowing for contingent 

learning will produce identical shifts for unbalanced payoffs and yield the same gradient 

shapes as the hotspot utility function. 



4.8.3 Utility vs. Association Strength 

With the adaptation-level account of peak shift controlled for, the peak shift 

phenomenon suggests that some sort of more or less bell-shaped gradients are interacting. 

What those gradients represent is open to question. On both the signals and associative 

accounts of peak shift, the shift can be conceived of as caused by known properties of S-

being attributed to other stimuli. A key difference between the two accounts is that, on 

the signals account, the shift is due to risk - test stimuli are assumed to be in one or the 

other of two signal classes {i.e., the stimulus distribution generalization gradients). On the 

associative account, stimuli are not classified as either from S+ or S- distributions, but are 

assumed to have properties of both training stimuli. The associative account blends 

properties of the training stimuli (i.e., the association strength) and posits that the subject 

generalizes those blended properties to novel stimuli. The signals account estimates the 

probability of stimuli being from one or the other stimulus class and posits that the 

subject estimates the risk of mistaken classification. It is not posited that novel stimuli 

posses blended properties. 

The primary difference between the signals approach and other accounts (all of 

which, save adaptation-level, are based on association strength gradient interaction of 

some kind) is that the signals approach considers a given stimulus to be an example 

signal from a class of signals. The class of signals varies over a range of sensory values. 

The only thing that must be shared by the members of the class is alpha, the probability 

of occurrence relative to other classes. Payoff is often assumed to be shared as well, but 



there is no reason payoff could not vary according to its own function within a class, e.g., 

h = f(x), rather than some constant, h - c. 

It is not clear how the associative account would deal with variable payoffs. 

Similarly, it is unclear how the associative account could produce the sigmoid response 

gradients of Spctch and Cheng (1998) or the hypothesized monotonic response gradients 

of Huff et al. (1975). The signals account of peak shift parallels the common idea that 

many cognitive operations are carried out on classes (or categories) rather than individual 

instances of stimuli (e.g., Zen tall 1996). 

If the signals approach is a valid explanation of peak shift, then when a subject 

makes a "mistake," is it that the subject has not had experience with S- adequate to build 

up enough association strength or is it that the cost of a false alarm is deemed acceptable? 

This is a hard problem: As the number of S- trials increases, the subject gains experience, 

which should increase the association strength of S- and thereby produce a larger shift, 

but also the subject decreases its alpha estimate, which makes false alarms more common 

and produces a larger shift. 

Distinguishing the different approaches to peak shift by the cause to which they 

attribute variation of behavioral response to stimuli highlights an important caveat 

applicable to many studies that rely on behavior to gauge learning. Using measures of 

behavioral response strength may not be sufficient to distinguish a stimulus' effects on 

learning from its effects on utility estimation, if those are even separate issues. For 

example, something that is weakly learned can masquerade as something of low utility. 

Recall, from Chapter 2, the difficulty that predators supposedly have learning to avoid 



rare unpalatable prey (conspicuous or not) in the presence of common palatable prey (a 

signal detection issue with high alpha). Is it low association strength or low utility that is 

responsible for high attack rates on unpalatable individuals? 

The signals approach labels these attacks as unavoidable false alarms, the level of 

which purchases a concomitant level of correct detections. From the view point of 

associative learning, the encounter rate with unpalatable individuals (part of the Rescorla-

Wagner alpha and beta parameters) is too low to build enough association strength, or 

their crypsis (part of the Rescorla-Wagncr lambda parameter) will not support the 

requisite level of association strength to produce better performance. 

From the signals perspective, what are learned during training are the stimulus' 

signal parameters. A stimulus generalization gradient (the signal distribution) then 

transfers these values to other similar signals. Learning constitutes developing 

increasingly accurate estimates of those parameter values (including the signal 

distribution variances, i.e., to what extent generalization should extend). 

4.8.4 Computational Learning Theory 

In the understanding of what happens when animals learn, the primary competitor 

to associative learning theory is what has come to be known as computational learning 

theory (for an introduction to the current debate see Leslie [2001] and accompanying 

articles). Associative models of learning (including common artificial neural network 

approaches) can be thought of as using early encoding of signal parameters to produce a 

monolithic association strength that is subsequently generalized. Computational models 



keep the parameters represented separately until they are combined for calculation at the 

time they are needed. Associative and computational models have otherwise quite a lot of 

overlap, and there is continuing debate about what can and cannot be accomplished either 

way. 

The signals approach seems to me to be a form of computational model, because 

the parameters are applied separately to stimuli to calculate their utility.' The associative 

account of peak shift combines signal parameters into association strength, rather than 

treating them as separate stimulus properties. It therefore posits that the subject does not 

learn anything about the stimulus' signal parameters that can be used to infer properties of 

novel stimuli. Under the associative account, for example, a subject cannot infer that S+ 

stimuli occur with probability alpha-, it only expects that responding to stimuli that are 

similar in appearance to S+ will yield an outcome similar to that of S+. 

The signals approach would seem to offer a computation account of generalization 

and discrimination learning. The signal parameters are not, however, immediately 

identical to the parameters of computational models. Common computational parameters 

are, e.g., event durations and intervals; alpha would be estimated from event intervals, for 

example. Both associative and computational models tend to be more mechanistic than 

the signals approach as they are models of the process of learning. It may be that the 

signals approach is independent from either school and can contribute insights to both. 

' Like computational learning models, the signals approach posits some fairly 
sophisticated information processing. Also, like computational models, there is no 
claim of any conscious awareness involved. 
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4.9 SUMMARY 

The signals approach provides a novel explanation for the peak shift phenomenon, a 

taxonomically wide-spread function of generalization and discrimination learning in 

which animals display a preference for novel unreinforced stimuli after experience with 

discriminable negatively reinforced stimuli. As a signal detection issue, peak shift can be 

characterized as a directional preference for novel stimuli under conditions of risk and 

uncertainty. 

The signals approach to stimulus control can be juxtaposed with associative 

learning in two ways. The signals approach can be seen as a functional account of 

associative learning that expresses associative parameters in ecological terms. At a 

mechanistic level, however, the signals approach can also be understood as an alternative 

type of learning in which animals represent signal parameters rather than build 

associative strength. As a learning mechanism, a key difference between associative 

learning theory and the signals approach lies in what is generalized to novel stimuli: 

blended stimulus attributes (associative learning) or stimulus class membership (the 

signals approach). 

The possible failure of associative learning to explain the pattern of mistakes in 

predator response to aposematic prey described in Section 2.4.2 lends strength to this 

second, mechanistic, interpretation. Additionally, the signals approach offers an 

explanation for variability in response gradients that the associative learning account 

cannot readily explain. Both interpretations may be accurate, as they operate at different 

levels of explanation. 



This novel account of peak shift predicts that manipulation of signal parameters 

should influence the amount of shift. In the next chapter I will describe experiments 

conducted with bumble bees to examine such predictions. 
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CHAPTER 5 PEAK SHIFT AND BUMBLEBEE SENSITIVITY TO SIGNAL 

PARAMETERS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

As described in the previous chapter, peak shift is a ubiquitous phenomena. Peak 

shift has been demonstrated across a variety of stimulus dimensions and with a variety of 

vertebrate organisms (Purtle 1973, Rilling 1977). In this chapter I will present peak shift 

experiments with bumblebees, Bomhus impatiens. The experiments are specifically 

designed to test the signals account of peak shift detailed in the previous chapter. The 

results of these experiments are important for three reasons. (1) The signals approach 

makes predictions about generalization and discrimination learning that other 

explanations cannot make. If peak shift is a signal identification issue, then issues raised 

at the end of Chapter 4 about utility and learning will deserve serious attention and the 

signals accounts of mimicry and aposematism discussed in Chapters 2 and 3 will have 

some experimental validation. (2) If the bees show sensitivity to the signal parameters in 

a way consistent with the hotspot utility function, then the signals approach may be seen 

as a model for animal cognition that closely links findings in comparative psychology to 

the fitness concerns of animals making a living in the wild. (3) If peak shift is a signal 

identification issue, then this taxonomically wide-spread phenomena could have an 

interesting role in the evolution of a variety of communication and recognition systems. 
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5.2 HOW IT SHOULD WORK... 

In chapters 3 and 41 developed the signals approach into an account of 

generalization and discrimination learning and explained the relationship of peak shift to 

signal detection theory. Recall that by describing the optimal response to changing signal 

parameters, the hotspot utility function models how animals choose among alternative 

stimuli, a task exemplified in the peak shift experiment. Manipulation of signal 

parameters causes the point of maximum utility to shift, one way of producing peak shift 

phenomena. 

Figure 5.1 demonstrates the signals approach to peak shift for a color discrimination 

task. In training, subjects learn the signal parameters of the S+ and S- training stimuli as 

part of learning to discriminate them. During training, S+ and S- training stimuli are 

presented in some frequency relative to each other, corresponding to alpha, the relative 

frequency of encountering signals from the two signal distributions of signal detection 

theory. The subject's generalization gradients (Figure 5.1, dashed curves) constitute the 

two signal distributions of signal detection theory. That generalization gradients tend to 

be bell-shaped and centered on training stimuli is well established (Rilling 1977). The 

decision payoffs of signal detection theory are the reinforcements subjects receive for 

responding to stimuli during training (a net benefit for S+ signals, a relative net cost for 

S- signals). 
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Figure 5.1 Peak shift as signal identification. Subjects trained to respond to S+, at 120° 
hue, and withhold response to S-, at 140° hue, (dashed drop lines) will 
spontaneously generalize (dashed curves) what they leam about those stimuli 
to novel test stimuli. Use of a utility function (solid curves, Equation 3.2) to 
resolve uncertainty about responding to test stimuli is predicted lead subjects 
to respond to a novel stimulus in preference to the S+ training stimulus. Signal 
parameters learned during training cause the point of maximum estimated 
utility (solid drop lines) to be located away from S+ on the side opposite S-. 
Utility functions for four training regimes, all of which are predicted to 
produce a peak shift relative to controls receiving no S- training, are shown 
(solid drop lines left to right: Distribution, Relative Frequency, Payoff, 
Baseline; see Table 5.1). 

In testing, subjects spontaneously generalize the signal parameter values learned 

about S+ and S- to similar stimuli. Signal parameters in the appropriate range during 

training will cause the point of maximum estimated utility to be shifted off of S+, 

opposite S-. If choice behavior based on parameter learning and subsequent 



generalization is guided by combining signal parameters in a way modeled by Equation 

3.2, then the subjects will show a higher preference for a novel color than for the color to 

which they were trained, yet they should not respond equally to all stimuli above some 

threshold. 

By manipulating proportions and reward amounts of the training stimuli (Table 

5.1), I am manipulating the signal parameters used to calculate utility, and so determine 

the flower color on which it is most profitable to land. 

Subjects' test responses should outline the positive portion of the utility function. 

Different parameter combinations produce different magnitudes of peak shift. Besides the 

classic peak shift, area shift (Rilling 1977, Chapter 4) is also accounted for: The decline 

in utility around the maximum is not symmetrical, but steeper on the S+ side and skewed 

on the opposite side (Figure 5.1). Standard peak shift control subjects receive no S-

training. For control subjects, alpha = 1 in Equation 3.2 and the utility function is bell-

shaped and centered on S+ (not illustrated). 

5.3 METHODS 

The experiments described here were slightly different from the typical peak shift 

experiment outlined in Table 4.1. Rather than comparing treatments to controls, I was 

primarily interested in comparing treatments to other treatments. Also, I presented all 

stimuli simultaneously rather than serially, reasoning that simultaneous presentation 

should mitigate the order-of-presentation effects underlying peak shifts caused by 

changing adaptation-level (Section 4.7.2). Data from controls was used to establish that 
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peak shift occurred, but the test of the signals account of peak shift came from the 

comparison of the amount of shift produced by different treatments. 

5.3.1 Subjects and Husbandry 

The subjects were bumblebees, Bombus impatiens. Hives were purchased from 

Koppert Biological Systems (Romulus, Michigan). The lab room was kept on a 12-hours-

on/12-hours-off light cycle, lit by fluorescent lights when testing and testing were not 

underway. The bees were fed 50% sucrose sugar-water and pollen ad libitum. Pollen was 

given in the hive, but all ad lihiturn sugar-water was obtained from three to six 5-ml 

feeder-flowers (with white, unprinted paper disks [see below] ) placed in the flight cage 

(Figure 5.2). Bees were individually marked on the thorax and abdomen with acrylic 

paint marking-pens (Figure 5.2A). Subjects were drawn from three different hives. To 

preclude an effect of hive or hive age on the results, multiple treatment types were given 

to each hive over the lifespan of the hive (details given in Appendix C). 

5.3.2 Experimental Apparatus 

The hive was connected via a gated passage to the flight-cage, a 60-cm'' wooden 

frame enclosed by 3-mm mesh screen (Figure 5.2B). The gate permitted me to allow one 

bee at a time into the flight-cage. 
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Figure 5.2 Flight-cage with artificial flowers. Individually marked bees were trained to 
forage on artificial flowers of different colors (A, note orange mark on thorax) 
in a 60-cm^ flight-cage (B). Illumination was provided by a 150-Watt GE 
Plant Gro-n-Show bulb (show at top of panel B). 

During training, single bees were allowed to forage for sugar-water in the flight-

cage (Figure 5.2). The floor of the cage consisted of a 6 x 6 array of artificial flowers, 5-

cm high on a 10-cm grid. Artificial flowers were made from colored paper disks, 4-cm 

diameter (Avery brand labels, style 8293), printed by an inkjet printer (Figure 5.3). In 

HSB color space, the hue of the nine flower colors ranged from 80° (yellow-green) to 

160° (green-blue) in 10° increments (saturation = 50%, brightness = 100%). Further 

details of stimulus design are given in Appendix D. Color and brightness were not 

otherwise controlled or equalized among the stimuli; however, bees will ignore 

brightness if hue differences provide enough discrimination and unless specifically 

trained to attend to brightness (Backhaus 1991, Chittka et al. 1992). Reinforcer was 

pipetted onto a thumbtack at the center of each flower prior to a training or testing session 

and not replenished during the session. During experiments, the lab fluorescent lights 
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were off and the flight-cage was illuminated by a 150-Watt GE Plant Gro-n-Show bulb, 

model 150r40/PL. 

Figure 5.3 Colors of artificial flowers used for the peak shift experiment. Nine color 
stimuli were ranked from 4 through -4 on a yellow-blue continuum. Colors 
were designed in Adobe Photoshop 5.5 for Macintosh and printed, with color 
management software turned off, on a Canon S300 Inkjet with Canon inks. In 
HSB color space, the hue of the nine flower colors ranged from 80° (yellow-
green) to 160° (green-blue) in 10° increments (saturation = 50%, brightness = 
100%). All of the colors contained some amount of yellow and cyan inks 
(with no magenta or black ink). Stimulus #0 was composed of equal portions 
yellow and cyan. Further details of stimulus design are given in Appendix D. 

5.3.3 Discrimination Training 

Ten inexperienced bees were trained in each of seven experimental groups (Table 

5.1, Appendix C). To look for sensitivity to signal parameters, the peak shift exhibited by 

a "baseline parameters" group was compared to the shift exhibited by three Comparison 

Groups trained with different signal parameter values. Each of the three Comparison 

Groups differed from the Baseline Group by the manipulation of one of the three signal 

parameters: abundance of S+ relative to S- flowers on the flower grid, the payoff for 

flower visitation, and the shape of the signal distributions {i.e., the colors of flowers used 

as the S+ and S- training stimuli). To manipulate distribution shape I used the two stimuli 
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on either side of the baseline group's S+ in addition to that S+ in order to coax the 

comparison bees to assume a greater variance for their S+ signal distribution than for 

their S- distribution and than for the S+ distribution variance learned by the Baseline 

bees. 

Table 5.1 Signal parameter values used during training for peak shift experimental 
groups. 

Baseline signal parameters group, n = 10 bees 

alpha (P[S+]) = 0.50 (18 S+ flowers, 18 S- flowers). 

S+ stimulus = 120° hue. 

S+ reinforcement = 4 [iL 50% sucrose solution. 

P[reinforcemenl|S+] = 0.50 (half of S+ flowers reinforced with sugar-water, half with D1 

water). 

S- stimulus = 140° hue. 

S- reinforcement = 4 /xL3% NaCl solution. 

P[reinforcement|S-] = 0.50 (half of S- flowers reinforced with saltwater, half with DI 

water). 

Comparison Group 1: Relative Abundance, n = 10 bees 

alpha (P[S+]) = 0.28 (10 S+ flowers, 26 S- flowers). 

Other conditions as for Baseline Group. 

Comparison Group 2: Payofl", n = 10 bees 

S+ reinforcement = 4 juL 33% sucrose solution. 

Other conditions as for Baseline Group. 
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Table 5.1, continued. 

Comparison Group 3: Distribution Shape (variance), n = 10 bees 

S+ stimuli = 110", 120°, and 130° hue stimuli present simultaneously, each color present 

6 times. 

Other conditions as for Baseline Group. 

Control Group for Distribution Variance: S+ Distribution Mean, n = 10 bees 

S+ stimulus = 130° hue. 

Other conditions as for Baseline Group. 

Standard Peak Shift Control Group: No S- Training, n = 10 bees 

alpha (P[S+]) = 1 (18 S+ flowers present, 0 S- flowers present). 

S- conditions not applicable, other parameters as for Baseline Group. 

Naive Group; Neither S+ Nor S- Training, n = 10 bees 

alpha (P[S+]) = Not applicable. 

S+ = Not applicable. 

S- = Not applicable. 

Three other groups of bees received different types of control treatment. The 

Standard Peak Shift Control Group received no S- training. The Naive Group received 

neither S+ nor S- training. Additionally, because the placement of an S+ closer to S- in 

the manipulation for Comparison Group 3 (the signal distribution shape manipulation) 

can produce a peak shift regardless of a change in variance, a control was needed to 
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establish that the change in variance was at least partly responsible for any difference in 

shift between Comparison Group 3 and the Baseline Group. 

Training sessions ended when the bee returned to the hive or had not landed on a 

flower for 3 min. The location of S+ and S- training stimuli on the flower grid and the 

type of reinforcement applied (see Table 5.1) was determined by Bernoulli random 

number generation. 

Pre-training. All bees received pre-training in order to learn to feed from the flowers 

prior to experimental training. There were two stages of pre-training. The Naive Group 

received only Stage 1 pre-training. The other six groups received both stages. 

In Stage 1, bees learned to feed, i.e., learned to find nectar on the thumbtacks, from 

unprinted (white) flowers. Stage 1 used 18 flowers. Bees received approximately equal 

amounts of Stage 1 pre-training, generally 2 sessions. Occasional individuals received an 

additional session or two of Stage 1 pre-training if they did not visit flowers during Stage 

2 pre-training. 

In Stage 2, the bees received training on the 120° hue stimulus (except for Control 

Group for Comparison 3, which was pre-trained with S+ = 130° hue). Stage 2 used 18 

flowers. Half of the flowers were reinforced with 50% sucrose (except for Comparison 

Group 2, which received a 33% solution), and half were reinforced with DI water. Stage 

2 was given in order to prime the bees to land on S-i- during the first experimental training 

session. The bees could distinguish the training colors without training; untrained, they 

showed a preference for bluer flowers (see results of Experiment 1 - Naive Bees, below). 
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Without Stage 2 training, many bees would never visit S+ during the first experimental 

training session, instead landing only on S-. Bees received approximately equal amounts 

of Stage 2 pre-training, generally 2 sessions. Occasional individuals required an 

additional session or two of Stage 2 pre-training if they did not visit S+ flowers during 

their first experimental training session. 

Additional contextual information was probably learned by the bees during pre-

training. For example, the bees may have learned that the amount of nectar on each 

flower was limited and not replenished within the session, that the number of flowers was 

limited and that rewarding flowers were spaced randomly throughout the flight-cage. It is 

possible that Stage 1 pre-training is responsible for the stimulus preference exhibited 

during testing by the so called Naive Group. 

5.3.4 Generalization Testing 

The five groups that received S- training were tested after reaching a criterion of 

80% of landings on S+ flowers during one training session. The Standard Control Group 

was tested after receiving the approximate number of training trials averaged by the 

baseline and three comparison groups. 

Tests were conducted by presenting individual bees with a spectrum of nine colored 

flowers that including the training colors (Figure 5.3). Each color was present 

simultaneously on the flower grid four times. During tests all flowers were reinforced 

with D1 water and color positions on the flower grid were randomized with Bernoulli-
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generated numbers. Testing sessions ended when the bee returned to the hive or had not 

landed on a flower for 3 min. 

5.3.5 Data Analysis 

During tests the number of landings to artificial flowers of each of the nine colors 

was counted. For each bee, the number of landings on each color was transformed into 

the relative proportion of total landings for that bee. The mean (± 1 SE) relative 

proportion of landings for each of the 9 flower colors was calculated over all 10 bees in 

each experimental group, and plotted. 

The literature does not often report statistics on the statistical effect size of peak 

shift. If the treatment subjects' peak response is to a different stimulus than that of the 

control subjects then a shift is considered to have occurred. To examine statistical effect 

size of the various signal parameter manipulations, I arc-sin transformed each bee's 

relative proportion of landings (Zar 1984:240). A split-plot ANOVA design was then 

applied to the transformed data, utilizing the nine test colors as repeated measures. I 

compared pairs of experimental groups using SAS software's "proc glm" (SAS Institute, 

Cary, North Carolina). For this design, the measurement of interest is the p-value for the 

color-by-group interaction term of the statistical model: landings = group bee color 

COlor*group C0l0r*bee/SS1, where the error term for color-by-group is the color-by-bee 

mean square. 

Perceptual distance among the training stimuli as perceived by the bees will not 

correspond to objective parametric measurements of reflectance spectra, to the hue 
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measurement used in the design of the stimuli, or to the stimulus numbers I gave the 

stimuli. Therefore, this may not the most powerful test for examining statistically 

significant differences in the overall response gradients. However, the test does serve as a 

uniform way of comparing the effect size of the signal parameter manipulations. 

5.4 RESULTS 

I will discuss the results in terms of two groups of experiments. The first group of 

experiments tests for peak shift in bumblebees. The second tests the signals approach as 

an accurate account of peak shift. 

5.4.1 Experiments 1-3: Peak Shift in Bumblebees 

Because peak shift has only rarely, if ever, been demonstrated in arthropods, it is 

important to conduct a "typical" peak shift ex peri ment to verify the similarity of the 

phenomena in bumblebees prior to discussing more cognitively telling experiments. 

Experiment 1 - Naive Bees. Experiment 1 examined Naive Group responses to the 

experimental stimuli. They showed a predisposition to land on the blue stimuli (Figure 

5.4), with a peak response at 150° hue, Stimulus #-3. These are the stimuli that for the 

other experimental groups (save the Standard Controls, which received no S- training) are 

on the S- side of the spectrum. 
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Figure 5.4 Response gradients for Naive, Baseline, and Standard Peak Shift Control 
Groups. The responses of the Naive Group, given neither S+ nor S- training 
were toward the bluer flowers. The Baseline Group showed a peak shift 
relative to the Control Group. The Control Group itself was shifted towards 
the Naive Group relative to ray predictions. Data are mean proportion of 
responses per stimulus, n = 10 bees per group. Error bars indicate ± 1 standard 
error. 

Experiment 2 - Standard Peak Shift Control Bees. The Control Group, which did not 

receive S-discrimination training, was predicted to have a peak response at the 8+ 

training stimulus. Stimulus #0. Instead the controls responded most frequently at 

Stimulus #-1, shifted toward the response of the Naive Group (Figure 5.4). The training 

received by the Standard Peak Shift Control Group produced a significant change in 

preference relative to Naive bees (Table 5.2). 
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Table 5.2 Statistical effect sizes of the peak shift experiments. 

Experiment F df P 

Experiment 2 Standard Control vs. Naive 17.24 8 < 0.0001 

Experiment 3 Baseline vs. Standard Control 10.38 8 < 0.0001 

Experiment 4 Baseline vs. Relative Abundance 0.24 8 0.9815 

Experiment 5 Baseline vs. Payoff 2.21 8 0.0298 

Experiment 6 Baseline vs. Distribution Shape 2.18 8 0.0323 

Experiment 7 Distribution Shape vs. Control 16.54 8 < 0.0001 

Experiment 3 - Baseline vs. Control Bees. Experiment 3 generally followed the outline 

shown in Table 4.1. The Baseline Group of bees was compared the Standard Peak Shift 

Control Group (Figure 5.4, Table 5.2). The Baseline Group showed a shift relative to the 

Control Group, peaking at Stimulus #1. A peak at Stimulus #1 also represents a shift 

relative to where the Control Group was predicted to have had its peak. 

5.4.2 Experiments 4-7: Peak Shift as a Signal Detection Issue & Bumblebee 

Sensitivity to Signal Parameters 

In experiments 4-6, the three comparison groups were compared to the baseline 

group. If peak shift is a signal detection issue and if bees base their flower visitations on 

something resembling a utility calculation like that represented by Equation 3.2, then 

experimental manipulation of those parameters should influence peak shift magnitudes as 

shown in Figure 5.1. Experiment 7 compared the Distribution Shape Group and its 

control group. 
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Experiments 4-6 - Comparisons to Baseline, Manipulations of signal parameters 

produced peak shifts relative to the Baseline Group for each Comparison Group except 

Relative Abundance, which showed an area shift (Figure 5.5, Table 5.2; see Chapter 4 for 

a discussion of area shift). The peak response for the Baseline and Relative Abundance 

Groups was at Stimulus #1. The Payoff and Distribution Shape Groups peaked at 

Stimulus #2. 

0.45 
Baseline 

Payoff 

Relative Abundance 

Distribution Shape 

"5 0.35 

S> 0.15 

w 0.1 

2  1 0 - 1 - 2  

Flower Color Stimulus Number 

-3 -4 

Figure 5.5 Response gradients for Baseline, Relative Abundance, Payoff, and 
Distribution Shape Groups. The Payoff and Distribution Shape signal 
parameter manipulations produced different shifts than that produced by the 
Baseline Group's parameters. The Relative Abundance manipulation produced 
an area shift but no peak shift relative to the Baseline Group's shift. Data are 
mean proportion of responses per stimulus, n = 10 bees per group. All three 
comparison groups showed a shift relative to the Standard Control Group, 
which was peaked at Stimulus -1. Error bars indicate ± 1 standard error. 



Like the Baseline Group, each of the three Comparison Groups showed a peak shift 

with respect to the standard control. There was variation in how sensitive the bees were to 

the parameter manipulations, with the relative abundance manipulation having the 

smallest statistical effect size (Table 5.2). However, all comparison groups showed a 

qualitative shift in the predicted direction. In addition, the landings were not equally 

distributed around their peaks but showed an area shift (Chapter 4, Rilling 1977), skewed 

away from S-, similar to the skewed expected utility curves shown in Figure 5.1. 

Experiment 7 - Control for Distribution Shape. Comparison of the Distribution Shape 

Group with its control group showed that the variance manipulation was successful in 

producing a peak shift over and above any shift produced by closer placement of S+ to S-

itself (Figure 5.6, Table 5.2). The response of the Distribution Shape Control Group 

appears very similar to the Standard Peak Shift Control Group, peaked at Stimulus #-1. 

The difference is that for the Distribution Control Group, S+ was in fact Stimulus #-1. 

Therefore, abutting S+ to S- produced no peak shift. This indicates that though bees in 

the Distribution Shape Control Group could distinguish S+ from S- at the end of the 

training trials, in the context of the test stimuli they could not distinguish the two colors. 
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Figure 5.6 Response gradients for Distribution Shape, Control for Distribution Shape, 
and Standard Peak Shift Control Groups. The Distribution Shape Control 
Group (a manipulation of S+ distribution mean) showed no peak shift relative 
to the Standard Peak Shift Control Group, therefore the shift shown by the 
Distribution Shape Group is entirely due to its manipulation of S+ distribution 
variance. Data are mean propoition of responses per stimulus, n = 10 bees per 
group. Error bars indicate ± 1 standard error. 

Choice behavior under uncertain conditions was consistent with use of utility 

estimation under the non-integrated and maximizing interpretation of signal detection 

theory developed in Chapter 3 and modeled by the hotspot utility function. Equation 3.2. 

In a series of experiments, bumblebees demonstrated that the signals approach provides 

an explanation of peak shift alternative to that provided by associative learning theory or 

adaptation level theory (Chapter 4). In terms of a peak shift experiment, the three 

5.5 DISCUSSION 
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parameters of signal detection theory are: relative abundance of S+ and S- training 

stimuli, shape of the training stimuli distributions (e.g., mean and variance), and 

behavioral reinforcements. The signals approach allows predictions to be made about the 

influence of the three signal parameters on the shift in subjects' choice preferences. 

In what may be the first exhibition of peak shift by an arthropod, Experiment 2 

demonstrated peak shift by bumblebees, Bombus impatiens. Though peak shift has been 

investigated in birds, rats, primates including humans, and fish (Purtle 1973) 

invertebrates have rarely been the subjects of peak shift experiments. However, 

arthropods do exhibit stimulus generalization. Honeybees generalize over odor 

(Bhagavan and Smith 1997) and spatial (Cheng 1999, 2000) gradients, and Sphinx moths 

generalize over carbon chain lengths and functional groups (Daly et al. 2001 a,b). 

Because the peak shift phenomenon appears to be a general outcome of discrimination 

learning, it should not be a great surprise that arthropods exhibit peak shift as well. 

Cheng et al. (1997) mention that K. Cheng, in unpublished data, did not find a peak 

shift for honeybee spatial generalization. Daly et al. (2001a) show what may be area shift 

in Sphinx moth carbon-chain length-based odor discrimination (their Figure 3D). Daly et 

al. did not perform the proper control experiments to demonstrate the moths' ability to 

discriminate between the S+ and the test stimulus that received the equal, area-shifted 

response. However, comparison of observed responses to expectation based on statistics 

from the control tests they did conduct suggest the shift is real (Daly et al. [2001a]). 

My Naive Group bees received no discrimination training at all, only the Stage 1 

prc-training that all bees received, necessary to learn to feed from the artificial flowers. 
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The responses of naive bees during Experiment 1 thus reflect preorganized biases of the 

bees (under my experimental conditions and stimuli) or some preference induced by the 

pre-training common to all seven experimental groups. A naive preference for blue colors 

is in agreement with much research on bee innate color preferences (reviewed in 

Gumbert 2000). Because naive bees were predisposed to land on the bluer stimuli, S- was 

placed on the blue side of S+. Any differences from naive bees are therefore due to 

experimental manipulations rather than latent naive preferences. 

The Standard Peak Shift Control Group, which received no S- training, was 

predicted to show a peak on Stimulus #0, the S+ training stimulus. Instead this control 

group showed a peak at the next-bluer Stimulus #-1.1 believe that the Standard Control 

Group's slight preference for bluish flowers, in the absence of discrimination training 

with S-, reflects the underlying predisposition for bluer stimuli revealed by the Naive 

Group. 

Experiments 4-6 showed that bumblebees are sensitive to the three signal detection 

parameters. The peak shift task is a good test of sensitivity to signal detection parameters 

because in this task response is not simply stimulus-bound. The critical dependent 

variable is the difference in response among treatment groups rather than simply the 

absolute response of any one treatment group. For example, data that bees land less often 

on unrewarding flowers does not itself necessarily indicate that bees cognitively track the 

payoff parameter, but simply that bees associate flower color with reward. However, the 

finding that bees shift their response appropriately when tested on a uniform distribution 

of flower colors after receiving training under a manipulation in which reward affects the 
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utility of mistaking one flower color for another, provides evidence that bees are sensitive 

to the payoff signal parameter. 

The Relative Abundance Group showed a weaker statistical effect than the other 

two parameter manipulations relative to the shift of the Baseline Group, though in a 

direction consistent with theory and with an area shift. I suspect that the weak effect may 

gain strength with increased sample size and more stringent control of hive feeding 

conditions. However, it should be expected that animals will not be equally flexible in 

attending to changes in parameters that do not show ecologically relevant variation 

(Johnston 1982, Stephens 1991). Expectations about such unchanging parameters might 

instead be set over evolutionary or developmental time frames, resulting in preorganized 

biases that may not be malleable by learning. 

In Experiment 7, the response of the Control for Distribution Shape Group appeared 

nearly identical to the Standard Peak Shift Control Group, peaked at Stimulus #-1 and 

displaying little if any area shift. Therefore the manipulation, which moved S+ one place 

over to be the stimulus next to S-, produced no peak shift. The peak shift displayed by the 

Distribution Shape Group was therefore produced entirely by the manipulation of S+ 

stimulus variance under which that group was trained. 

For the Control for Distribution Shape Group, S+ was Stimulus #-1. Bees in this 

control group could distinguish S+ from S- to the 80% correct detection criterion at the 

end of their training trials, and should have shown a peak shift or at least the more 

sensitive (Rilling 1977) area shift. It appears that in the context of the test stimuli these 

bees could not, on average, distinguish the two colors. Though bee spectral sensitivities 



differ from those of humans, in other respects bees have a color vision system very much 

like that of humans: three receptors types with opponent color processing (Backhaus 

1991). Like humans, the context, background, and lighting under which a particular color 

is viewed can affect a bee's perception of that color's similarity to other colors (Backhaus 

and Menzel 1987, Backhaus 1991) resulting in changed color preferences from one 

viewing context to another (Neumeyer 1980). Broadening the spectrum of colors in the 

viewing context decreases the distinctness of any two colors in that spectrum (Backhaus 

and Menzel 1987). It is therefore reasonable to conclude that in the context of the nine 

test stimuli the two training stimuli were not distinguishable for this control group. 

Peak shift has been shown to be independent of the stimulus domain (e.g., hue, line 

orientation) and to be reversible by interchanging S+ and S-. However, because of the 

bees' naive preference for the bluer colors, I did not conduct experiments reversing the 

positions of S+ and S- on the continuum. One possible alternative explanation for my 

results, then, is that bees prefer more yellow stimuli under lean or risky conditions. 

Although the experimental task would still be one of signal identification and the bees 

must still track and internally represent signal parameters in order to show such a 

preference, this explanation would be moot regarding support for the signals 

interpretation of peak shift. I am unaware of any such risk or low-reward effect on bee 

color preferences, or that such an effect has been researched. Bees do however favor 

either bluer or more pure hues across a variety of reports (reviewed in Gumbert 2000) 

with varying rewards and reinforcement schedules and so the alternative explanation 

seems unlikely. 
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5.6 SUMMARY 

The signals approach to discrimination learning suggests that when responding to 

uncertain stimuli, animals take into account the risk of making a poor decision. Animals 

appear to carry internal representations of the three signal parameters, which may be to 

some extent be given as a priori (naive) expectations, and are to some extent updateable 

by learning. 

The signals approach to peak shift developed in the previous chapter and 

experiments based on that approach presented in this chapter show that the peak shift 

phenomenon can be interpreted as a signal identification issue. Because peak shift is a 

general phenomena of generalization and discrimination learning, the signals approach 

has interesting implications about the nature of this simple form of learning and the 

choice behavior based upon it (Chapter 4). 

On the traditional account of stimulus control, association strength is an attribute 

possessed by individual stimuli. Association strength should increase with frequency and 

amount of reward and its generalization should decay with decreasing similarity from 

training stimuli. On the associative account, generalization is the process by which 

association strength is blended among experienced (training) stimuli and then attributed 

to novel (test) stimuli. 

On the signals account, what is learned for a training stimulus is applied to a whole 

signal class. In contrast to associative and connectionist models of peak shift, the signals 

approach posits that what decays with similarity from a training stimulus is not 

association strength, but the likelihood that a given stimulus is an example of a signal 



class experienced during training. Generalization is thus the process of estimating the 

likelihood that a stimulus is from a given class, P[Xi|S+] for example. 

Ecology is at root the study of the distribution and abundance of resources - the 

processes that create patterns and the reactions of organisms to those patterns. The 

distribution and abundance of resources, their variability and value, are of central 

importance to an organism's fitness. Viewing reaction to stimuli in the framework of 

signal detection theory allows stimuli to be understood from an ecological point of view; 

the signal parameters describe stimuli as ecological resources. The present account may 

help to bridge behavioral ecology and comparative psychology in a way not done by 

traditional accounts of associative learning and stimulus control. 

In communication systems in which the receiver makes selective choices on the 

reproductive output of the sender, peak shift has the potential to drive the evolution of the 

signal. I have already discussed the role of predation on the evolution of Batesian 

mimicry and aposematic coloration. The bee results imply that in cases of floral Batesian 

mimicry, peak shift by pollinators could drive the evolution of floral morphology. The 

topic of peak shift as a selective agent will be taken up in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 PEAK SHIFT AS AN AGENT OF SELECTION 

6.1 WHEN RECEIVER DECISIONS FEED BACK ON SIGNAL SENDERS 

While the merger of behavioral ecology and comparative psychology has been 

productively underway for many years now, research effort within "cognitive ecology" 

(e.g., Dukas 1998) has mostly focused on the evolution and adaptiveness of cognitive 

traits. Little attention has been given to how those traits subsequently exert selective 

pressure back upon the environment. In chapters 2 and 3 I discussed some implications of 

signal detection theory for the evolution of aposematic coloration and Batesian mimicry. 

Additionally, when maximizing decisions are made over cognitive time frames, the result 

is known as peak shift (Chapters 3-5). In communication systems in which the receiver 

makes selective choices on the reproductive output of the sender (e.g., preying on sender, 

mating with sender), peak shift has the potential to drive the evolution of the signal. Peak 

shift then provides a means for cognitive mechanisms of receiver psychology (Guilford 

and Dawkins 1991) to act as evolutionarily selective agents on signal senders. 

Enquist and Arak (1998:65) observed that, according to the classic interpretation of 

signal detection theory (i.e., SDT as presented in Chapter 2), SDT cannot drive the 

evolution of signals beyond the point of optimal discrimination. Threshold-based 

decision-making cannot select for exaggerated traits because it does not select for signals 

that are consistently far beyond the threshold. Thresholding receivers will select signals 

that are above-but-far-beyond threshold just as readily as signals that are above-but-near 

threshold. However, under Gaussian distributions, a greater quantity of signals will be 
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above-but-near threshold than above-but-far-beyond threshold. Therefore, threshold-

based decisions should stabilize signal morphology. The hotspot utility function (Chapter 

3) can change SDT's role in signal evolution; maximizing receivers can select for 

exaggerated traits. 

In this chapter, I will discuss the implications that the signals account of peak shift 

may have for the evolution of signaling. In Chapter 3 I discussed maximizing (as opposed 

to thresholding) relative to the gradual evolution of aposematism and kin effects in 

mimicry. The success of the bee experiments, and the support that those results supply to 

the signals account of peak shift, provide experimental validation for the signals approach 

to mimicry and aposematism discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. Here I will return to Batesian 

mimicry and also discuss sexual selection of exaggerated traits. 

6.2 EXAMPLES 

The applicability of signal detection theory to phenomena in generalization and 

discrimination learning, such as peak shift and threshold responses, has interesting 

implications regarding a role for cognitive mechanisms in the evolution of signaling 

systems such as sexual selection and pollination. For example, changes to the signal 

parameters of unpreferred stimuli may induce receivers to change their response to 

preferred stimuli without any change having occurred to their preferred stimuli. 

Several theorists have hypothesized that peak shift could be involved in signal 

evolution. Most thought has been applied to the potential role of peak shift in the sexual 

selection of dimorphic traits (O'Donald 1980:165, Guildford and Dawkins 1991, Weary 
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et al. 1993, Enquist and Arak 1998) and the evolution of aposematic coloration (Leimar 

et al. 1986, Enquist and Arak 1998, Yachi and Higashi 1998, Lindstrom et al. 1999). 

Weary et al. (1993) recognized that peak shift might have effects in other within-species 

discriminations, suggesting discriminations of adult vs. adolescent and low vs. high 

quality individuals. Leimar and Tuomi (1998) additionally applied peak shift toward the 

understanding of plants' herbivore defenses. Some authors have considered peak shift to 

be a sort of heritable character with varialion in degree, to be evolved and passed on 

(O'Donald 1980, Weary et al. 1993), discussing its costs, benefits, or neutrality relative to 

selection for or against peak shift. 

Arguments for the role of peak shift in the sexual selection of extravagant traits 

have been limited. For a female choosing a mate, S+ is, of course, taken to be a 

conspecific males, but S- has been taken to be either other females (Guilford and 

Dawkins 1991, Weary et al. 1993) or males of different species but similar appearance 

(Guilford and Dawkins 1991). Peak shift might thus drive initial evolution of sexual 

dimorphism and species recognition signals. However, changes in morphology would 

only go as far as the initial peak shift, not beyond (Weary et al. 1993). This is because the 

S- is not co-evolving with the S+, and as the S+ and S- stimuli become more 

distinguishable the magnitude of the shift diminishes (Purtle 1973, Rilling 1977). An 

exception could be the linkage of expression between male and female traits, in which 

case both males (S+) and females (S-) would become exaggerated, for example the 

conspicuous sexually monomorphic plumage of many parrots (Weary et al. 1993). Using 

either females or allo-specific males as S-, peak shift cannot drive the extravagant 
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sexually selected traits of dimorphic species (e.g., song of male songbirds, male peacock 

tails). Weary et al. however suggested that prevalence of peak shift may overcome the 

requirement in some models of sexual selection (Pomiankowski 1987) for a minimum 

threshold of the number choosy females. Some authors have equated peak shift with 

response to super-normal stimuli (O'Donald 1980; Ghirlanda and Enquist 1998, 1999). 

O'Donald (1980) then suggested a role for peak shift, as super-normal response, in the 

continued evolution of elaborate male secondary sexual characters. 

Lei mar et al. (1986) and Yachi & Higashi (1998) applied mathematical models of 

peak shift to the evolution of aposematic coloration. As discussed in Chapter 3, their 

results indicate that peak shift mitigates hypothesized requirements for kin selection, non-

lethal attacks, prey aggregations, and large mutational changes. 

All of these authors assumed or specifically implemented the associative learning 

account of peak shift. The signals approach to peak shift provides a more flexible account 

of the phenomenon than associative learning models (Chapter 4) and will help establish 

and build on the ideas above. I will demonstrate that peak shift can have a role in the 

evolution of signals in Batesian mimicry systems. I will also show how peak shift may 

open up the diversity of sexually selected elaborated characters to the influence of 

generalization and discrimination learning by explaining how both S-i- and S-

distributions may originate from the same population of potential mates. 
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6.2.1 The Evolution of Flower Morphology 

In ecological terms, I have shown in Chapter 5 that bees are sensitive to the 

distribution of flower color signals, to the relative abundances of different flower types, 

and to the payoff accrued by decisions to visit flowers of different colors. Because of 

these sensitivities, in experiments bees will sometimes shift their flower preference to a 

novel and unrewarded flower. Somewhat paradoxically, this shift of preference is not in 

response to change in some quality of the heretofore preferred flower but rather in 

response to the presence of an unpreferred flower. Bees are sensitive to the risk of 

mistaking S- flowers for S+ flowers. 

The bumblebee peak shift experiments suggest that peak shift could drive the 

evolution of flower characteristics for rewarding flowers when the rewarding species can 

be confused with a non-rewarding species. Batesian mimicry by orchids provides a 

possible system in which this could happen. Many species of orchids offer no nectar 

reward to visiting pollinators. The orchids are Batesian mimics, relying on the similarity 

of their appearance to that of nearby rewarding species to produce false alarm visitation 

mistakes by pollinators (Described in Chapter 2). In particular, Orchis boryi is a Batesian 

mimic of a purple variety of Vicia villosa (Gumbert and Kunze 2001). In terms of peak 

shift, the orchid is the S- stimulus and the Vicia is the S+ stimulus. Gumbert and Kunze 

have established the occurrence of false alarm visitations by pollinators, so it is known 

that the signal distributions overlap sufficiently. If the other signal parameters have 

appropriate values {e.g., false alarms are sufficiently costly in terms of time or energy, or 

the orchid is sufficiently common) and there is variation in the morphology of the Vicia 
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upon which selection can act, then the bees may show a peak shift. Bees might 

preferentially visit and pollinate a more rare and extreme variant of V. villosa that is less 

similar to the orchid than the habitat's average villosa] perhaps, for example, a blue 

variety. The change in pollination preference will have an effect on the host plant 

evolution (selection for the blue variant), feeding back to drive the evolution of the 

signals upon which the decisions are based in the first place. The orchid mimic is 

affecting the model's evolution, but not via direct competition for pollination service - it 

in fact cannot compete directly since it offers no reward at all. 

6.2.2 Sexual Selection for Exaggerated Traits 

In a typical peak shift experiment, payoffs are not considered to change 

continuously as the stimulus value changes, but to be constant for each stimulus. More 

naturalistically however, a correct detection, for instance, may have a greater benefit for 

some stimulus values than for others. For example, traits evaluated during mate choice 

could honestly signal better quality mates with increasing exaggeration. This honest 

signaling is the basis for some theories of sexual selection by female choice (Andersson 

and Iwasa 1996). 

Consider a hypothetical signal identification issue in which a female songbird 

chooses a mate by evaluating the males' rate of singing. Males emit signals (songs) at 

some rate with some probability and information about health is honestly encoded in 

song rate. In this example, healthy males tend to sing at a faster rate than unhealthy 

males. Of course in reality there are not two categories of males. Healthy and Sick. 
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Rather, males are on a continuum of health. However, maximizing the hotspot utility 

function (Equation 3.2) can lead the female to choose males of increasingly high song 

rates, even if she has no predisposition or sensory bias (Ryan 1998) for high song rates 

and without a genetic correlation between male trait and female preference (Fisher 1930). 

The female will be led to peak shift over male song rates if she builds two signal 

distributions out of her own representations of male song rate (Figure 6.1). Two 

distributions might arise if she builds her signal distributions (i.e., her generalization 

gradients) from her own experience. If that experience is limited or if she has an innate 

expectation that remains separate from a distribution compiled from experience, then she 

may represent males with two distributions. Because she carries two signal distributions 

that have different payoffs she may exhibit a peak shift in the direction of faster singing 

males. 

Peak shift can produce a runaway evolutionary process, but not in Fisher's (1930) 

genetic sense of a female preference that is passed on genetically. Peak shift is a learning 

phenomena and causes the subject to set its preference just above the existing perceived 

average stimulus value. 
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Figure 6.1 Peak shift could drive sexual selection for exaggerated traits. This 
hypothetical example depicts a female songbird's mate choice based on 
limited experience. Male health is honestly indicated by song rate: healthy 
males tend to sing at a faster rate than sicker males. The female has no 
"knowledge" that "faster is better", but only works from her past experience. 
Peak shift could cause the female to choose males that sing songs at a higher 
rate that those in her past experience, but would not necessarily guide her to 
consistently choose the fastest singing male she might encounter. 

6.4 SUMMARY 

It is a truism that in the evolution of signaling systems, such as animal 

communication, pollination, and predator-prey detection, we should expect signalers and 

receivers to co-evolve. Flowers should evolve to attract bees, for example, while 

reciprocally bee sensory systems should evolve to efficiently locate flowers. The stimuli 

that signalers produce and the costs and benefits receivers accrue by responding to those 

stimuli create feedback loops allowing signaler and receiver to act as one another's 
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selective agents over evolutionary time. Although cognition is now widely studied as the 

product of evolution, cognition must also be understood as a selective agent in its own 

right. In this chapter, I hope to have made the point that decisions of evolutionary 

consequence can also be made from moment-to-moment. 

As it becomes more beneficial or costly to respond to a particular signal, a 

receiver's response to that signal should wax or wane accordingly. It is not altogether 

intuitive, however, that a change in the distribution of costly signals should influence a 

receiver's response to beneficial signals. However, when costly and beneficial signals are 

perceptually similar e.g., for deception by crypsis, mimicry, or social cheating, there are 

cognitive mechanisms, such as peak-shift, wide-spread in the animal kingdom, that could 

yield such non-intuitive results. Peak-shift is a psychological phenomena of 

generalization and discrimination learning. By influencing choice behavior, cognitive 

phenomena such as peak-shift can have ecological impacts on the signalers whose stimuli 

they process. 
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CHAPTER 7 FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR THE SIGNALS APPROACH 

Signal detection issues are commonplace (Sherman et al. 1997) and the theory of 

detection and identification of signals (SDT, Green and Swets 1966) should prove a 

useful tool in many fields (Wiley 1994). Understanding stimuli as signals (Chapter 2) and 

adopting a non-integrated interpretation of SDT as a model of cognition (Chapter 3, 

Appendix B) can have wide spread explanatory power in evolutionary biology, 

behavioral ecology, and psychology across evolutionary, developmental, and cognitive 

time frames. 

I have demonstrated that the signals approach can shed light on paradoxes in 

Batesian mimicry and aposematic coloration, including density dependence in learning, 

predation, and signaling, gradual evolution and kin selection (Chapters 2 and 3). Peak 

shift, as a signal detection issue (Chapters 4 and 5), can act as a selective agent shaping 

signal morphology. Examples include flower morphology and the sexual selection of 

exaggerated traits (Chapter 6). In this chapter I outline broad conclusions of the research 

described in the previous chapters, indicating several directions for future work. 

7.1 A COMPARATIVE METHOD 

Signal detection theory provides a parameterized framework with which to conduct 

comparative studies in the behavioral ecology and evolution of choice behavior. By 

changing an organism's representation of the signal parameters, evolution, development, 

and leaniing produce changes in how organisms "decide" to react to stimuli. As changes 



in decision-making occur over the various time frames, changes must occur in one or 

more of the signal parameters as represented in the receiving system. It should be 

possible to use signal detection theory to quantifiably isolate how decision-making 

processes differ between closely related species, classes of individuals within a species 

(e.g., sex or age class, experience level), and within an individual as it develops and 

learns. 

The bumblebee peak shift experiments suggest that learning may involve forming 

or updating internal representations of the three signal parameters (relative abundance, 

distribution shape, and payoff). For example, in the bumblebee experiments, the signal 

parameters had different values for subjects under different the treatments. Changes to 

signal parameters during learning might then include learning the values of payoffs by 

experientially naive animals and updating expectations of those payoffs as physical skills 

and abilities change due to practice. 

Some aspects of parameter representation seem to be preorganized. Innate 

predispositions, for example, can be understood as parameter values that are set over 

evolutionary time frames. Relative to the innate preference for bluer flowers expressed by 

the Naive Group bees, foraging decision signal parameters would have positive payoffs 

and some alpha > 0 for bluish flowers. 

Ontogenetic parameter changes might include differences in payoff or risk 

sensitivity with age, and developmental changes in sensory abilities. Some organisms 

will be incapable of changing some of the parameters in a given realm of decision

making - parameters that cannot be learned or for which no genetic variation exists. 



Treatments of signal detection theory in psychology texts (e.g., Green and Swets 

1966, Commons et al. 1991, MacMillan and Creel man 1991) offer experimental designs 

and measurement techniques for estimating the signal parameters under which subjects 

are operating. Applying these insights in an ecological setting, taking prey encounter 

intervals as estimates of alpha for instance, is a first step towards a quantitative 

multidisciplinary investigation into the biological diversity of ecological problem solving. 

7.2 MECHANISMS 

I have described signal detection theory as a "middle-level" model of cognition. It is 

a functional model, linking decision-making to estimates of ecologically valid variables 

upon which to base those decisions. What are the neural and genetic mechanisms by 

which parameters are instantiated and change? Are variables combined in the way 

suggested by the utility functions, e.g., separating probability from payoff? Peak shift, for 

example, could arise from parameter interactions at a variety of levels, genetic and 

neural, located in upstream sensory organs (Ghirlanda and Enquist 1999, Daly et al. 

2001 a) or more downstream, integrative areas. 

Signal parameters must be "stored" in a variety of ways. Each aspect of signal 

reception could be estimated in the organism's brain, embodied in its physiology (e.g., 

sensory acuity), and genetically encoded (e.g., innate animal preferences and the signal 

responses of plants). A bee's prior expectations about the benefits and abundance of blue 

flowers might be stored as numbers of synapses from appropriate sensory to motor areas 

- and that itself controlled by a variety of genetic and environmental influences. 



Some of the representations may be in part biomechanical and in part neuronal. For 

example, the payoff parameter is composed of four components, each of which may be 

viewed as a utility function of the type modeled in optimal foraging theory and 

behavioral economics (Real 1994, Bateson and Kacelnik 1998). A gi ven amount of food 

reward will have some payoff to a subject, but the utility of that payoff may be less for 

well-fed subjects than for hungry subjects. The observation that payoffs are themselves 

utilities makes clear that some aspect of the representations is in part biomechanical; The 

physiological costs of flight or biomechanical influences on nectar handling time will 

contribute to the realized payoff (Harder and Real 1987). These aspects of payoff are not 

neuronal per se (though they may be measured by neural circuits). 

7.3 SIGNALS UTILITY AND ASSOCIATIVE LEARNING 

The signals approach makes possible a novel explanation of the peak shift 

discrimination learning phenomenon. In providing a comprehensive account of the 

phenomenon, the signals approach raises questions about the nature of generalization and 

discrimination learning; When might animals learn signal parameters rather than build 

associative strength? 

Many studies that purport to be about learning use a behavioral response as the 

dependent measure of learning. When that behavioral response occurs under conditions 

of uncertainty, then the signals approach suggests that such studies may confound utility 

with learning. For example, the behavioral experiments of predator response to 

aposematic prey discus.sed in Chapters 2 are prone to this error. Chapter 2 reviewed 
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results from the literature concerning how the number of false alarm mistakes made by 

predators may increase with increasing relative abundance of the S-. These results seem 

incompaiible with associative learning and suggest that the signals approach may be the 

more accurate description in some cases. Thought needs to be applied towards how to 

design behavioral experiments that will tease apart issues of utility estimation and 

learning, if indeed they are separate issues. 

7.4 CONCLUSIONS 

The signals-based model of choice behavior differs from other utility maximization 

models by its treatment of stimulus uncertainty. Many models of behavioral economics 

(whether of human spending habits or animal resource acquisition) maximize utility: 

accounting simultaneously for (1) the costs and benefits of obtaining resources (e.g., 

theater tickets, food items, mates), and how those payoffs change with body state (or net 

worth), and (2) estimating the probability of encountering resources of some quality. 

What is overlooked in these models is that an animal's estimates of a resource's payoff 

and probability are based on sensory signals emitted by the resource. Outside of the 

laboratory, signals, such as color or tail length, have variation. Typical utility 

optimization approaches account for variance in resource quality, not variance in the 

stimuli that signal that quality. Understanding of choice behavior will be incomplete 

without accounting for the variation and uncertainty of the signal that cues a decision's 

outcome. 
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APPENDIX A SIGNAL DETECTION ALGORITHMS 

The description of and modifications to signal detection theory developed in the 

dissertation have been embedded in a computational model of decision making. Most of 

the figures presented have been built from data generated by the model. Called SigBE for 

Signals in Behavioral Ecology, the model is an integrated set of programs written in the 

MatLab environment (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA). This Appendix documents key 

elements of the programming code used to generate the simulation data depicted in the 

dissertation. 

A.I SIGBE 

SigBE is intended to be an ecologically-motivated computational model of 

decision-making, combining insights from the application of signal detection theory in 

evolutionary' biology and psychology. Signal detection theory specifies a small number of 

parameters that are involved in any decision as to how to react to stimuli (parameters 

such as the distribution of stimulus values, the relative abundance of stimuli, and the 

payoffs of responding to those stimuli). SigBE permits exploration of which parameters 

might change as an organism reacts to stimuli and accrues costs and benefits based on 

reactions to those stimuli. By viewing reaction to stimuli in the framework of signal 

detection theory, one can isolate and compare which of the decision parameters might be 

undergoing modification during evolutionary, ontogenetic, and learning-related changes 

in decision-making. The model predicts how animals should respond to signals given the 
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distribution and abundance of those signals and the value of responding or withholding 

response to those signals. 

SigBE predicts decision behavior as the signal parameters are varied independently. 

It differs from earlier models (Chapter 2, Table 2.1) in several ways. In SigBE; (I) The 

receiver (the Internal Representation Module) is capable of learning and changing its 

representations of payoffs, both signal distributions, and alpha. (2) Changes in 

distribution resolution can be driven by further sampling, as in Getty (1996), but also by 

specifying x-axis resolution; a change in sensory acuity. (3) Signals are sent (by an 

Environmental Signal Generator Module) to the receiver, which can process them with 

variable abilities. Of the three studies in Table 2.1, only Davies et al. (1996) sent signals 

to a receiver, but that was an ideal receiver (using PDFs that were the same as the signal 

PDFs). (4) Application is intended to be to any decision over any time scale, not suited to 

one system in particular. 

SigBE has two main sections; an "environmental signal generator" and an "internal 

representation" module (IRM). The user specifies parameters of two environmental 

signals (such as PDF shape and alpha). These signals are sent randomly to the IRM, 

reminiscent of a playback experiment in which an experimenter plays signals to a subject 

and observes the subject's response. The IRM sorts the signals as above or below 

threshold, and so "makes decisions" based on the location of the threshold. As dictated by 

alpha, the amount of overlap of the signal PDFs, and the threshold, the IRM commits 

some proportion of correct detections, false alarms, missed detections, and correct 

rejections and so accumulates a net payoff. The signal generator displays the PDFs of the 
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environmcnial signals and their objective ROC, as considered by evolutionary biology. 

The IRM displays the PDFs and ROC as perceived by the "subject," as considered in 

psychology. 

In addition to specifying all external signal parameters, the user specifies several 

attributes of the IRM's sensory and processing abilities: 

(1) Signal x-axis resolution. This corresponds to the number of intervals into which 

the IRM breaks the perceptual x-axis. Recalling Chapter 2's pollination example, a high 

x-axis resolution would allow the bee (i.e., the IRM) to perceive slight differences in 

flower appearance rather that only gross changes. 

(2) Payoff resolution. In the model, payoffs take the range of real numbers 0-1. 

Payoff resolution controls the number of decimal places of the payoff values. Recall that 

the slope of the indifference line is a ratio of payoffs. Payoff resolution thus controls the: 

(a) Dynamic range that the slope can achieve. For example, a resolution of 0.1 yield 

slopes in the range O.l-f-1.0 = 0.1 to 1.0-^0.1 = 10. A payoff resolution of 0.01 produces 

slopes in the range 0.01-100. (b) Specific values that the slope can achieve. A payoff 

ratio of 0.1 produces a low resolution sequence of slope values: 0.1-^1.0 = 0.1, 0.2-1-1.0 = 

0.2; slopes between 0.1 and 0.2 are not attainable. A payoff resolution of 0.01 has a 

higher resolution of slope values: 0.10-f 1.0 = 0.1, 0.11-^1.0 = 0.11, 0.12-^1.0 = 0.12. 

Payoff resolution thus affects not only what payoffs are realized, but by its action on the 

slope of the indifference line, also affects what thresholds are realizable. 

(3) Number rounding. Indifference line slopes are rounded to a given number of 

decimal places according to this variable. This allows control over the precision of 
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threshold calculation; Different payoff and alpha values will yield the same threshold 

dependent on how much those values are rounded. 

The above three attributes combine to affect the precision and accuracy with which 

the IRM samples the environment, estimates signal parameters, estimates payoffs, and 

places its threshold. By varying these attributes I can model the detection, identification, 

and decision making abilities of individuals with poor or excellent perceptual acuity and 

information processing abilities. 

A.2 UNDER THE INTEGRATED SIGNALS ASSUMPTION 

A .2.1 The Classic Utility Function 

Equation 2.1; Figure 2.1 

cLutil='cd_ara*aipha*h+alpha*m*md__ara+(1-alpha)*a*fa_ara+(1-alpha)*j*cr_ara' 

where cd_ara and fa_ara are the probabilities of correct detection and false alarm, 

output from the MatLab Statistics Toolbox normal distribution cumulative density 

function, normcdf(). x_range is an array of x-axis stimulus dimension values. mcl_ara 

= 1 - cd_ara and cr_ara = 1 - fa_ara 

A.3 UNDER THE NON-INTEGRATED SIGNALS ASSUMPTION 

A.3.1 The Hotspot Utility Function 

Equation 3.2; Figures 3.1-6, 3.9, 4.2, 5.1, 6.1 

hs_util=(Spius*alpha*h+Sminus *(1 -alpha)*a)-(Splus*alpha*m+Sminus*(1 -alpha)*j) 
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Where Splus and Sminus are the relative frequencies of signals from distributions 

specified by the MatLab Statistics Toolbox normpdfO function. 

A.3.2 Simulations of Maximizing 

Figure 3.3 

As described in Chapter 3, to produce response probabilities from the hotspot utility 

function, I normalized the output of the utility function by linearly scaling to the range 1 

to 0. 

response=( utility -min(utility))/(max(utility)-min(utility)) 

where response = probability of responding to a signal, x, and utility is the output 

of the hotspot utility function. 
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APPENDIX B A DISCRETE-PERCEPTION ACCOUNT OF SIGNAL 

DETECTION THEORY 

B.l MODIFYING THE "CONTINUOUS SIGNALS" ASSUMPTION 

Section 3.3 developed continuous response probabilities to replace the binary 

response probabilities due to the threshold placement of classical signal detection theory. 

Central to that development is replacing the probabilities of correct detection, false alarm, 

etc., integrated over a range of signal values, with the probability density of a signal of 

particular values. One biologically plausible way to conceptualize the use of probability 

density is to "discretize" the probability density functions. The signal distributions, 

assumed on the classical account to represented by continuous probability density 

functions (PDFs). may instead be represented by frequency distributions over discrete 

stimulus domains (Figure BL). 
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Figure B.l Signal distributions varying over a discretely perceived stimulus domain. 
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B.1.1 Discrete Parameter Representation 

In Chapter 2,1 described the classical formulation of signal detection theory and 

implicitly passed along a critical assumption of that theory. The assumption is that signal 

distributions are continuous. A signal distribution is thus traditionally represented by a 

probability density function, and in order to estimate the probability of receiving a signal 

of a particular value one integrates the PDF from infinity to that value. From the 

perspective of using SDT as a cognitive model of decision-making, it is then assumed 

that stimuli (the signals) are perceived or otherwise represented continuously. I will call 

this the "continuous signals" assumption of signal detection theory. 

Now, what if animals did not perceive or represent stimuli as continuous? 1 will 

assume instead that, while objectively signals may indeed fall along a continuous 

distribution, animals perceive stimuli in ranges of just-noticeable-difference (JND) 

determined by the limits of their sensory abilities. Within a JND range, continuously 

variable stimuli cannot be distinguished. JND ranges can thus be modeled discretely, and 

so signal PDFs can be replaced by relative frequency distributions over discrete stimulus 

domains (the objective domain of stimulus measurement, the x-axis of Figure 2.1). 

Though they will not be critical in the remainder of this dissertation, I note three qualities 

of JND ranges. (1) I assume that JND ranges have a stable width over short periods of 

time (i.e., judgments of similarity are consistent over time, all else being equal). (2) I do 

not assume that JND ranges are anchored in an absolute way to particular locations on the 
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stimulus domain { i .e., the context in which a stimulus is perceived can effect that 

perception). (3) JND ranges are not assumed to have the same width over the entire 

stimulus domain {i.e., perceptual ability differs at different points on the sensory domain). 

B.1.2 Representational Resolution 

Each of the signal parameter representations will have a fineness or coarseness of 

resolution, given by the receiver's sensory abilities. JND ranges on the stimulus domain 

will have particular widths and impart a corresponding graininess of resolution to 

perceptual representations. In a similar way, payoff and alpha estimates may also be 

represented with some discreteness and resolution. A discrete signal detection system, as 

I have described one, can have quite a lot of structure inherent to it a priori of any signal 

reception due to this resolution (Figure B.2). Such a discrete perceptual system may have 

four implications for threshold placement. 

(1) Thresholds can only lie between distinguishable stimuli. Under a discrete 

interpretation of signal detection theory, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) 

curve is not continuous, as depicted in Figure 2.2 and in the literature. If one knows the 

equation that describes the PDFs, the ROC can be obtained analytically by inverse 

integration of those functions. In that case, the ROC would be a continuous function, and 

any threshold position would possible to attain along a continuous sensory domain. 

However, when the ROC is obtained over JND ranges by stepping from value to value 

along a discreet stimulus domain only threshold values that fall on steps along the x-axis 

are attainable by the organism (Figure B.2). 
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Figure B.2 A priori structure of a discrete signal detection system. JND range centers (•) 
plot the ROC curve obtained from discrete signal distributions. An 
indifference line lies tangent to the highlighted ROC point and corresponds to 
the threshold shown in the inset. The box "Payoff Statistics" shows several 
payoff combinations that produce indifference lines through the point (S = 
slope, B = y-intercept, see Equation 2.2). The line yielded by the first row of 
statistics is drawn on the ROC curve. ROC points are color-coded by the 
maximum utility yielded by the various payoff combinations. Blue ROC 
points (utility = 0) near ROC coordinates {0,0} and {1,1} correspond to 
threshold locations that are biologically unattainable by the receiver (under the 
given JND range parameter values; x-axis resolution = 100, payoff resolution 
= 0.1, rounding = 0.1; see Appendix A). 
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(2) Some threshold locations may not be attainable by the organism due to discrete 

payoff representations (Figure B.2, dark points at extremes of ROC curve). Threshold 

location can be determined by the slope of the indifference line, which is composed of a 

ratio of payoffs and alpha (Equation 2.2). I model discrete payoff representations with a 

"payoff resolution" calculation-rounding parameter (Appendix A, and below). A payoff 

resolution of 0.1, for instance, yields indifference line slopes in the range 1-10, while a 

resolution of 0.01 produces slopes in the range 0.01-100. The limited range of 

indifference line slopes corresponds to a limited range of location that the threshold can 

take. 

(3) Attainable threshold locations are not symmetrically distributed along the 

sensory domain (Figure B.2). There are more permissive threshold placement locations 

(yielding high probabilities of correct detection and false alarm) than restrictive locations 

(yielding low probabilities of correct detection and false alarm). This asymmetry is again 

a function of payoff resolution. Under a given payoff resolution, more indifference line 

slopes are less than one than are greater than one. For slopes less than one, all slopes are 

calculable to the payoff resolution (e.g., slope range = 0-1 in increments of 0.1). 

However, for slopes greater than one, not all increments are possible (Appendix. A). 

(4) Attainable threshold positions may be reached by more than one combination of 

payoffs, and some combinations have higher utility than others. Multiple values of the 

four payoffs can yield the same slope and y-intercept for a given alpha. The variables in 

the "Payoff Statistics" box of Figure B.2 are the components of 10 very similar 

indifference lines. Rounding to the nearest 0.1 in the JND range parameters (Appendix 
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A) causes the thresholds yielded by these lines to be identical, in spite of different 

payoffs. 

Of course, these four results stem directly from my implementation of sensory 

abilities (signal stimulus domain percepiual resolution, payoff resolution, and calculation 

rounding) and my decision to use numerical modeling methods rather than analytical 

ones (see Appendix A). Like the Riemann Sum approximation of integrals in calculus, as 

representational resolution becomes finer and finer, in the limit discrete representation 

becomes equivalent to continuous representation. 

B.1.3 A priori structure of a discrete signal detection system. 

Figure B.2. 

Procedure; 

1. Set parameter values, recall that x_range sets JND range width. Also specify 

rounding, and payoff resolutions. This step yields the signaling system depicted in the 

inset of Figure B.2 

2. Determine ROC points (P[FA] and P[CD]) for each possible threshold location. 

This step produces the ROC points of Figure B.2 

3. Determine the slope of the ROC curve at each point. 

4. Loop through variation in alpha and payoff values, noting combinations that 

match the slope of any ROC point. Calculate the utility of the noted payoff settings. This 

step provides the data shown in the Payoff Statistics box of Figure B.2. 
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As noted in Chapter 3 and above, the sensory resolution settings constrain threshold 

possible placements. At steep slopes (indiscriminate threshold locations) j must be large 

and a small, while h and m can take on a wide range of values, but must be similar so that 

(h-in) is near 0. There are fewer attainable steep slopes for any given alpha because 

slopes greater than 1 can only change by (h-m)IO.l (when rounding to 0.1), and are 

themselves rounded to 0.1. For example, for payoffs ranging from 1 to -1 in increments 

of 0.1, there are six combinations of (h-a)l(j-m) that will produce an indifference line 

slope of 3.0 {0.1/0.3, 0.2/0.6, 0.3/0.9, 0.4/1.2, 0.5/1.5, 0.6/1.8}. Two combinations will 

produce 3.2, and none will produce 3.0. Possible slopes become more sparse as the 

indifference line becomes steeper. There are no non-integer (i.e., fractional) slopes 

between 10 and 20, for example. 
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APPENDIX C TABLE OF SUBJECTS 

Table C.l Subjects used in the peak shift experiments described in Chapter 5. 

Bee Treatment 

red-sil h3 Naive 

red-gld h3 Naive 

red-gld/red h4 Naive 

gld-red/red h4 Naive 

gld-gm h5 Naive 

red-sil h5 Naive 

sil-gld h5 Naive 

org-blk h5 Naive 

pnk-grn h5 Naive 

red-blk h5 Naive 

ylw-org h3 Baseline 

org-org/ylw h3 Baseline 

pnk h3 Baseline 

gm-pnk/red h3 Baseline 

gm-org/red h3 Baseline 

ylw-grn/ylw h4 Baseline 

gld-pnk h5 Baseline 

pnk h5 Baseline 

pnk-gld h5 Baseline 

red-gld h5 Baseline 

ylw-ylw/ylw h3 Relative Abundance 

ylw-red h3 Relative Abundance 

red-blk/red h3 Relative Abundance 

pnk-pnk h3 Relative Abundance 

org-yKv h3 Relative Abundance 

Hive Test date Hive age at test 

3 6/6/02 64 

3 6/6/02 64 

4 7/4/02 Unkown 

4 7/4/02 Unkown 

5 8/5/02 12 

5 8/21/02 28 

5 8/21/02 28 

5 9/10/02 48 

5 9/10/02 48 

5 9/10/02 48 

3 5/22/02 49 

3 5/17/02 44 

3 5/15/02 42 

3 5/8/02 35 

3 5/14/02 41 

4 7/22/02 Unkown 

5 7/31/02 7 

5 8/2/02 9 

5 9/24/02 62 

5 9/24/02 62 

3 5/17/02 44 

3 5/14/02 41 

3 5/8/02 35 

3 5/9/02 36 

3 5/22/02 49 
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Table C.l, continued. 

Bee Treatment 

ylw h5 Relative Abundance 

blk-org h5 Relative Abundance 

org-gld h5 Relative Abundance 

red-gld h5 Relative Abundance 

ylw-red h5 Relative Abundance 

red-gld h3 Distribution 

gld-red h3 Distribution 

gld-gld h3 Distribution 

gm-gid h5 Distribution 

gm-ylw h5 Distribution 

org h5 Distribution 

blk-gld h5 Distribution 

red-pnk/red h5 Distribution 

sil-ylw h5 Distribution 

vvht-ylvv hS Distribution 

sil-rcd/sil h4 Payoff 

red/si! h4 Payoff 

red-si 1/red h4 Payoff 

gld h5 Payoff 

gm-wht h5 Payoff 

sil-pnk h5 Payoff 

pnk-wht hS Payoff 

rcd-org h5 Payoff 

red-si 1 h5 Payoff 

sil-gm h5 Payoff 

gld-gld h5 Standard Control 

gld-red h5 Standard Control 

red-blk h5 Standard Control 

Hive Test date Hive age at test 

5 8/27/02 34 

5 8/22/02 29 

5 8/25/02 32 

5 8/25/02 32 

5 8/26/02 33 

3 6/3/02 61 

3 6/3/02 61 

3 6/4/02 62 

5 8/12/02 19 

5 8/12/02 19 

5 8/9/02 16 

5 9/19/02 57 

5 10/1/02 69 

5 9/19/02 57 

5 10/1/02 69 

4 7/10/02 Unkown 

4 7/10/02 Unkown 

4 7/10/02 Unkown 

5 8/7/02 14 

5 8/8/02 15 

5 8/7/02 14 

5 9/12/02 50 

5 9/26/02 64 

5 9/26/02 64 

5 9/12/02 50 

5 8/28/02 35 

5 8/2/02 9 

5 8/28/02 35 
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Table C.l, conlinued. 

Bee Treatment Hive Test date Hive age at test 

gm-org/gm h5 Standard Control 5 9/18/02 56 

red-blk2 h5 Standard Control 5 9/30/02 68 

sil-grn/si! h5 Standard Control 5 9/18/02 56 

wht-sil/wht h5 Standard Control 5 9/30/02 68 

pnk-blk h5 Standard Control 5 9/9/02 47 

pnk-org h5 Standard Control 5 9/9/02 47 

wht-pnk h5 Standard Control 5 9/9/02 47 

gld-blk/gld h5 Control for Distribution 5 9/13/02 51 

gld-gm2 h5 Control for Distribution 5 9/5/02 43 

gm-red h5 Control for Distribution 5 9/5/02 43 

gm-blk h5 Control for Distribution 5 9/20/02 58 

org-wht/org h5 Control for Distribution 5 10/3/02 71 

org-ylw/org h5 Control for Distribution 5 10/4/02 72 

wht-blk h5 Control for Distribution 5 9/20/02 58 

wht-grn h5 Control for Distribution 5 9/13/02 51 

wht-wht/wht h5 Control for Distribution 5 10/4/02 72 

vvht-grn2 h5 Control for Distribution 5 10/3/02 71 
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APPENDIX D DETAILS OF THE COLOR STIMULI USED IN THE PEAK 

SHIFT EXPERIMENTS 

Nine colors were used as training and testing stimuli during the bumble bee 

{Bombus irnpaiiens) peak shift experiments described in Chapter 5. The colors were on a 

yellow-blue continuum (Figure D.l). In HSB color space, the hue of the nine flower 

colors ranged from 80° (yellow-green) to 160° (green-blue) in 10 " increments (saturation 

= 50%, brightness = 100%). Color and brightness were not otherwise controlled or 

equalized among the stimuli; however, bees will ignore brightness if hue differences 

provide enough discrimination and unless specifically trained to attend to brightness 

(Backhaus 1991, Chittka et al. 1992). 

S +  S -

S t i m u l u s ®  4  3  2 1 0 - 1 - 2 - 3 - 4  

Hue® 60 90 1 0 0  110 1 2 0  1 3 0  1 4 0  1 5 0  1 6 0  

Figure D. 1 Colors of artificial flowers used for the peak shift experiment. 

Color stimuli were designed in Adobe Photoshop 5.5 for Macintosh. Each stimulus 

contained some amount of yellow and cyan inks (with no magenta or black ink). Stimulus 

#0 was composed of equal portions yellow and cyan. Stimuli were printed, with color 

management software turned off, by a Canon S300 inkjet using stock Canon inks onto 



white paper Avery® labels, style 8293. During experiments, the lab fluorescent lights 

were off and the flight-cage and stimuli were illuminated by a 150-Watt GE Plant Gro-n-

Show bulb, model 150r40/PL. 

Like humans, bees possess three color receptor types, though their sensitivities are 

shifted to lower (bluer) wavelengths relative to those of humans (Figure D.2). Bees are 

sensitive to shorter, ultraviolet, wavelengths but cannot see longer, red, wavelengths. The 

magenta ink of my Inkjet printer falls largely outside of bumblebee color sensitivity 

(Figure D.2). For this reason, I chose not to use magenta ink when designing the stimuli 

(Figure D.3). Neither the inks nor the paper were reflective in the ultraviolet wavelengths. 

Reflectancc spectra were measured with an Ocean Optics, Inc. (Dunedin, Florida) 

USB2000 Fiber Optic Spectrometer and the values are shown with respect to the 

maximum reflectance of the WS-1 reflectance standard. All reflectance spectra were 

measured as illuminated by the 50-Watt GE Plant Gro-n-Show bulb (model 150r40/PL) 

bulb used in the experiments. 

Figure D.3 shows that the peak reflectance of the stimuli progressed fairly 

uniformly from Stimulus #4 to Simulus #-4, though the percent reflectance of that peak 

was lowest for stimulus 0. 
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Figure D.2 Bumblebee (Bombus terrestris) color sensitivity (after Peitsch et al. 1992) and 
reflectance spectra of the Avery® paper and the printer inks as printed on that 
paper. 
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Figure D.3 The reflectance spectra of the nine stimuli used in the peak shift experiment. 
In the legend, stimuli are labeled by their hue and stimulus number (Figure 
D.l). The Background spectrum is the reflectance of the plywood floor of the 
flight cage (see Figure 5.2). Note that scales differ between this figure and 
Figure D.2. 


